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Embry-Riddle unveils new global focus
Change of
name, change of
plans for former
Extended Campus
Melanie Pugh

Business Manager

With growth in mind, Embry-Riddle formally announced a new focus and global
vision. Formerly known as the Extended
Campus, Embry-Riddle Worldwide has big
plans for expansion and international enterprise. The name “Extended Campus” was
changed to reflect the global nature of the
Worldwide campus.
Founded in 1970 at Ft. Rucker, Ala.,
Embry-Riddle Worldwide began with
20 students and catered primarily to non-traditional students and
military members. Embry-Riddle
Wo r l d w i d e
Chancellor
Martin Smith
noted, “I think
generally
the
perception
of
the Extended Campus was that
it was part of the Daytona Beach campus,”
adding, “We are one University system. We
have three distinct and unique campuses.”
Today, Embry-Riddle Worldwide reaches
more than 27,000 students annually through
a variety of media at over 130 centers and
online.
Along with the new name and logo comes
a new set of objectives. Approximately 75
percent of students enrolled in Worldwide
programs are military members. The
campus expects to see normal growth in
the coming years; at a rate of seven to
10 percent per year. Administrators are
also looking to implement what Smith
calls “more robust programs” to support the modern military, rather than
extensions of the same classes taught at

Embry-Riddle’s residential campuses.
The Worldwide campus also hopes to
appeal to the civilian market with a larger
array of available programs and online
focus. According to John Watret, Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, “All programs will be based on market research,
corporate needs and the ability to sustain
enrollments.” By building upon existing
residential campus majors in the online
programs, Embry-Riddle also hopes to
start joint-faculty appointments and allow
integration of students from all three campuses in online courses. In addition to the
benefits this will offer Worldwide students,
residential campus students will be able to
take courses online and enroll in courses not
offered at their particular campus.
Topping the list of goals for Embry-Riddle
Worldwide is global growth and development. “We’re probably better known outside the United States than inside the United
States; we’re highly respected in some of
these other countries,” Smith said. President
Johnson recently returned from China, and
other Embry-Riddle representatives are
currently involved in planning and
negotiating the opening of centers in
Brazil, Canada,
Spain, Ireland,
Latin America,
China and other
Asian countries.
Notably absent
from the list is the Middle East,
calling into question Embry-Riddle’s previous commitment to Qatar’s Education
City. When asked, Smith said, “That’s not
where our focus on Worldwide is now,” and
declined to comment further.
These new locations would not be
residential campuses as less infrastructure
means lower costs and, thus, lower tuition
for these students. However, programs may
later be in place for exchange programs
between the campuses with residential support from other local institutions. In regards
to competition, Worldwide administrators
are optimistic because, due to the nature
of the University, there are no real peers.
Domestically, Embry-Riddle competes
with local universities for business from the
military, but there are no real international

Orientation Shenanigans

institutions offering what Embry-Riddle
offers to these communities. “Most universities would like to be where we are today,”
Smith said.
Embry-Riddle has a single University
budget, which includes the Worldwide
campus. The campus brings in about $63
million in revenue and is looking to double
the amount in coming years. Every year, a
portion of that revenue is returned to the residential campuses. The Worldwide Campus

was able to give $5.8 million back last year
and plans to be able to give back $7.4 million this year. Over the next seven years,
Smith hopes that number will climb to $15
million. He hopes the additional revenue
coming in from global centers will allow
the Worldwide campus to become primarily
a financially self-supporting entity, allowing
budget money allocated for it to go back to
keeping residential campus tuition down.
On a smaller scale, Embry-Riddle

Worldwide headquarters in Daytona
Beach is undergoing major changes as
well. Currently located across from the
Speedway, a move is planned later this year
to a temporary office located at the Atlantic
Campus of Halifax Medical Center. Patient
rooms will be converted into offices until
the new Worldwide headquarters building, a
50,000 square foot, $11 million investment
in the new University Research Park is completed in 2009.
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AN ARTIST RENDERING OF the future home of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Worldwide. The facility will be built on
Clyde Morris Blvd. south of campus, and will anchor the new research park.

ES Prof. trapped in China
Jonathan Mettin

Managing Editor
Embry-Riddle Professor Dr. ZhongSheng Wang is stuck in China after an
immigration issue has delayed his reentry
into the United States. In the meantime,
the Engineering Sciences department has
hired an adjunct professor and reassigned
some of Wang’s classes to make up for his
absence.
Wang, a Chinese citizen, was in the
country visiting his sick father when
he reapplied for re-entry into America.
Post-Sept. 11 immigration laws required
him to undergo a three to six week background check. Unfortunately for Wang,
his visa had a September expiration date,
and U.S. Customs told him he would
have to renew his visa before they would
let him re-enter the country because his

visa would expire before the background
check was completed.
“It’s not because he did anything wrong,”
Daytona Beach Chancellor Dr. Thomas
Connolly said, adding that the bureaucratic
holdup was entirely on the American side
and had nothing to do with the communist
government of China.
Dr. Albert Helfrick, the chair of the
Engineering Sciences department, seconded Connolly. “Dr. Wang’s problems are
strictly U.S. government,” he said.
Helfrick said that in recent years the
United States had begun performing extensive checks on those traveling on visas who
possessed “intellectual property” and “critical skills,” such as those with engineering
and programming expertise.
“He got caught up in a situation that is
relatively new,” he went on, but added that
“this has happened before.” According to
Helfrick, other Embry-Riddle professors,

including Dr. Jianhua Liu, have also had
to undergo the lengthy background check
upon applying to re-enter the United States.
Liu’s incident occurred earlier in the summer, Helfrick said, and did not impact fall
semester classes.
According to Blackboard, Wang was
slated to teach an upper-level Aircraft
Engineering Technology course, Aircraft
Performance & Design, as well as a section of Statics and two sections of Solid
Mechanics. The class schedule has been
modified so that his courses are taught by
newly-hired adjunct professor Dr. Simion
Ochi or other Embry-Riddle professors.
Helfrick and Connolly both stressed that
Wang is safe and in good health. Helfrick
estimated that Wang will not be allowed
back into the United States for at least two
months, but the College of Engineering
is confident he will back in time for
the spring semester.

Housing vet. new Associate Dean
Brian Case

Editor-in-Chief

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

O-TEAM MEMBER AMANDA MACCHIARELLA entertains Student Government Association President Nate Clapper at the annual performance of
hypnotist Tom DeLuca. The show was produced by Touch-N-Go Productions.
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A familiar face in the residence halls
will be moving across campus effective today. Catherine Downes, who
has been with Embry-Riddle since
1996, is the new Associate Dean of
Students. The Dean of Students office
oversees Student Activities, Housing
and several other student departments.
Downes’s departure is the latest in a string
of moves in the Housing and Residence
Life Departments. Noel Fegumps is starting his first year at Embry-Riddle advising the Resident Advisors and Resident
Directors. Additionally, the University
is still advertising for a full-time advisor to the Embry-Riddle Resident
Student Association (E.R.R.S.A.). Aaron
Clevenger, Assistant Director for Student
Activities, is filling the position in the
interim. No interim has been named for
Downes. Dean of Students Sonja Taylor

is expected to announce an organizational restructuring of both Housing and
Residence Life today.
As Associate Dean, Downes will oversee
the creation of the honor board, which will
review suspendable judicial matters. She
will have to first recruit students, faculty
and staff as board members and then begin
training. Downes is also responsible for
social issues like alcohol education, crisis
management and staff development.
Downes came to Embry-Riddle from

Virginia Tech in 1996, becoming Associate
Director of Housing. In 2003, Downes was
named Director of Residence Life.
She said she hopes “to give our students
the best service they can get, particularly
those students who are struggling.”
“I hope students will stop by and get to
know me,” she said. Downes, like most,
has an open door policy and encourages
students to speak often with University
staff. The Dean of Students office is located
on the second floor of the Student Center.
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The Eagle Card gets a facelift
Heather VanAntwerp
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Beginning this semester, students
will be issued new and improved
Eagle Cards. For those accustomed
to the old design, the new cards will
be a big change. The Eagle Card
went through a drastic facelift.
The most noticeable change is the
layout of the new card. Emblazoned
with the ERAU flying eagle, all
information has been placed vertically instead of the previous horizontal fashion. The card was arranged
vertically in order to achieve a more
professional look. This new style
also allows for easier readability
when carried on a lanyard.
In addition to listing the cardholder status, picture, and campus
ID number, each card also features
a card number. The card number
is unique for each card. If a card
is lost, a new card number will be
issued with every new card.
This card number is associated
with the cardholder’s Eagle Dollars
account. For example, if a student
desires to use their Eagle Dollars to
order a pizza from Pantheon Pizza (a
merchant that accepts Eagle Dollars)

and have it delivered to their dorm,
then when the student calls in, they
will provide their sixteen digit card
number so the amount of the order
can be withdrawn out of the students
Eagle Dollar account. Ultimately,
this new system provides the student with an even more useful and
convenient Eagle Card.
The new card also provides not
only a new face for the Eagle Card,
but a new system as well. Instead of
associating the campus ID number
with the cardholder’s social security
number, the new card number will
only be related to the Eagle Dollar
account of the cardholder.
The Eagle Card office changed
the Eagle Card system in order to
help protect the cardholders from
identity theft, explained Rodney
Hartung, manager of the Eagle Card
system.
New students have already
received the copies of the new card.
For returning students, the new cards
will be available for pick up on the
Flight Deck this Tuesday through
Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The remaining faculty and staff that
have not received their new Eagle
Card will receive their new card by
the end of September.
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THERE IS A NEW Eagle Card this year. The revamp of the Eagle
Card helps protect against identity theft.

Preperations for tropical storm
Jonathan Mettin

Manging Editor
Tropical Storm Ernesto may
have ended up being little more
than a hyped-up rainstorm, but
Embry-Riddle wasn’t taking any
chances, as Planes were evacuated,
buildings locked down and classes
cancelled last Wednesday, with
memories of Charley, Wilma and
a half-dozen other storms fresh in
everyone’s minds.
The University announced the closures in an advisory issued at 3 p.m.
on Aug. 29, as Ernesto was moving
into the Florida Straits. At the time,
the storm was expected to strengthen
over the next 12 hours before hitting
south Florida as a strong tropical
storm or a Category 1 hurricane. In
fact, the storm did not strengthen as

forecasters had feared, being downgraded to a tropical depression as
it slowly looped back out into the
Atlantic.
All Wednesday classes starting at
11:45 a.m. or later were cancelled,
with the majority of buildings and
offices being locked down at noon.
Dean of Students Sonja Taylor told
The Avion that the rationale behind
that was to impact classes as little as
possible while giving students time
to prepare.
Dining Services worked on a
shortened schedule, with Propellers
closed and all other on-campus food
services closing at 4:30 p.m. or earlier. Taylor advised students to use
their meal plans and Riddle Bucks
to, “Stock up, just in case.”
The residence halls and the Chanute
Complex were not evacuated, but
residents were “strongly encouraged

to remain indoors” in a notice sent
out by the Housing Department.
Housing also recommended that
Chanute and McKay residents place
rolled-up towels against their doors
to help keep out rain driven by the
strong winds.
Twenty ERAU aircraft were flown
to Tallahassee on Tuesday, with the
rest slated to be moved to local hangars in anticipation of Ernesto.
The University also activated the
Emergency Operations Team (EOT),
which was chaired by Kevin Mannix
from Campus Safety and Dan Young
from Facilities. The EOT was given
regular updates by Dr. Randy Barry,
Assistant Professor of Meteorology,
who kept the Univeristy abreast of
its path and strength. Extra Campus
Safety officials were pulled in, and
those already scheduled worked
extra hours.

ERAU CAPT program is sold to FTSI
Press Release
Embry-Riddle

Daytona Beach, Fla., Aug. 9,
2006 – Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University has sold its non-degree
Commercial Airline Pilot Training
(CAPT) program to Flight Training

Services International (FTSI), a
company whose president and CEO,
Shawn Raker, is an alumnus of
the university.
Raker, who earned a bachelor’s
degree in aeronautical studies from
the university in 1990, has 16 years
of experience as a pilot and proficiency check airman for a major

airline in Atlanta.
The CAPT program, located at
Flagler County Airport in Bunnell,
Fla., enrolls students who already
have degrees, but are looking for
a career change. Of the program’s
71 graduates, 57 have been hired
as pilots by regional airlines,
cargo carriers, and corporate flight
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Student Government Association
(SGA) also got involved, handing out
free umbrellas in the Student Center
Wednesday morning in exchange
for students filling out a survey on
SGA services.
As it became apparent that Ernesto
did not have a major impact in
Volusia County, the University prepared for an 8 a.m. reopening on
Thursday. Campus Safety performed
an inspection in the wee hours of
Thursday morning, ensuring that the
campus was ready to be reopened.
They found no major damage.
The hurricane season lasts until
Nov. 30. Campus Safety encourages
students to review the Emergency
Management Plan, which can be
found online in the www.erau.edu
web page.
Editor-in-Chief Brian Case contributed to this report.
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THE COMMERCIAL AIRLINE PILOT Training (CAPT) program had a three year run under ERAU management until it was sold to Flight Training Servies International (FTSI).

departments since it began in
August 2003.
CAPT ceased enrolling new
cadets on Feb. 14 when EmbryRiddle shifted focus back to its flagship flight program, aeronautical
science. The four-year aeronautical
science degree program educates
nearly 2,000 students at residential
campuses in Daytona Beach, Fla.,
and Prescott, Ariz.
“We will retain the CAPT name,
training curriculum, and staff,”
Raker said. “FTSI has already
begun recruiting efforts for new students and flight training contracts.”
The program will continue to operate at Flagler County Airport.
“CAPT was a tremendously
effective experiment in proving
that an individual could go from
zero flight time to the right seat of
a commercial jetliner with as little
as 225 flight hours,” said Martin
Schaaf, executive director of CAPT.
“The transition to FTSI will further
expand our success in reaching out
to airlines worldwide to meet the
impending shortage of pilots, which
is already starting to occur outside
the United States.”
As part of the deal, FTSI will
donate $100,000 a year for five
years to Embry-Riddle for scholarships to aeronautical science students, said Raker, who is chairman
of Careers in Aviation, a non-profit
organization that promotes aviation
to America’s youth.
“We are not only dedicated to
training the next generation of
pilots, but drawing talented professionals into the wide range of aviation careers,” Raker said. “These
scholarships will do just that,
and give more young people the
opportunity to pursue their dreams
in aviation.”

Still holding on to the number one spot
Press Release
Embry-Riddle

Daytona Beach, Fla., Aug. 18,
2006 – Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University has once again earned
the top ranking in the annual
“America’s Best Colleges” guide
published by U.S. News & World
Report magazine.
In the specialty category of
“Aerospace/Aeronautical/Astronautical Engineering Programs” at
schools where the highest degree is
a master’s, Embry-Riddle’s Daytona
Beach campus took first place,
followed by the U.S. Air Force
Academy in second, and Embry-

Riddle’s Prescott, Ariz., campus in
third.
The university, which has one of
the largest aerospace engineering
programs in the nation, has won the
top spot every year since the category was introduced in 2001.
“Embry-Riddle has a long tradition of academic excellence in all
areas of aviation and aerospace,”
said Dr. John P. Johnson, the university’s president. “The fact that U.S.
News continues to honor us with its
highest ranking is a testament to the
talent and dedication of our faculty,
staff, and students.”
In the overall category of
“Best Undergraduate Engineering
Programs” where the highest degree

is a master’s, Embry-Riddle’s
Daytona Beach campus moved
upward this year, from No. 11 to
No. 9, tied with Milwaukee School
of Engineering and Villanova
University. In the same category,
Embry-Riddle’s Prescott campus is
No. 16, tied with California State
Polytechnic University (Pomona),
University of Colorado (Colorado
Springs), and the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy.
Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach
campus is 13th in the overall category of “Best Universities – Master’s”
(South Region), tied with Centenary
College of Louisiana.
The rankings for the “Best
University” category are based on

reputation (25 percent), graduation
and retention rates (25 percent), faculty resources (20 percent), student
selectivity (15 percent), financial
resources (10 percent), and alumni
giving rate (5 percent). The rankings for the engineering programs
are based solely on the judgments
of deans and senior faculty who
rated each program they are familiar
with.
Highlights of the college rankings are scheduled for publication
in the Aug. 28 edition of U.S. News
& World Report magazine, available
for newsstand purchase Monday,
Aug. 21, the same day the 2007
“America’s Best Colleges” guidebook also becomes available.
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Women’s soccer now 3-0 with three shutouts
Chris Tezak

Photography Editor
The Embry-Riddle Women’s soccer team has started the 2006 season
with a flourish, notching three wins
and outscoring their opponents 12-0.
The women took down the New York
Institute of Technology (NYIT) and
the Florida Institute of Technology
(FIT) at home, while beating up
Florida College on the road 7-0.
Midfielder Katrina Morgan and
striker Kristen Phelps lead the
barrage, netting three goals each.
Morgan’s came in a hat trick against

Florida College, while Phelps netted
a double in the opener against NYIT
and her third over FIT. The goals for
Phelps were the first of her college
career, while the hat trick was a first
for senior Morgan.
Along with veteran Jessica Garcia,
who scored her first of the season,
this year’s underclassman are quickly proving themselves quickly as a
great addition to the team. Along with
Phelps, freshman Chloe Cowart and
Lindsey Evans both scored at home,
Evans on a penalty shot and Cowart
on a header. Red-shirted freshman
Sarah Hirst recorded two assists on
a couple of well placed crosses in the

home opener, and drew the foul that
led to Evans’s penalty against FIT.
Sophomores Amanda Diego and
Britney Commander, and an own
goal from Florida College rounded
out the scoring for the Eagles.
Goalkeeper Stephanie Taylor
had little to worry about to get her
three clean sheets, making two saves
against NYIT and not even being
challenged by FIT.
The team appears poised to better
last years record of 9-8 especially
since their third win last year did not
come until Sept. 23 after five losses.
Their shutouts already almost match
last years tally of four and with 12

total goals, they are a third of the
way to besting last year’s meager
total of 31.
The Eagles should have a mixed
bag of games this season with
September seeing Flagler and
Rollins College come to town, which
they beat and lost to respectively.
This year’s Florida Sun Conference
Schedule should prove to be somewhat easier though because of
Flagler’s moving to NCAA, leaving
only SCAD and Northwood as teams
who finished better then the Eagles
last year. The Women will play
their next game on Sept. 14 against
Rollins at 7 p.m.

Volleyball takes fifth in tournament
Jonathan Mettin

Managing Editor
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LINDSEY EVANS (LEFT) AND Kristen Phelps, both freshmen, combined for four goals in the first two games.

Having talented players lends itself
to having a good team, but it is not a
guarantee. The same can be said for
expending effort and being effective.
The Eagles volleyball team learned
that lesson this weekend as they
played host to a six-team tournament.
High-impact new players including

Men’s soccer beats Berry 4-2
Blake Hughes

Guest Reporter

Only a week after taking out
Nova Southeastern, the Eagles
kept up their dominant soccer,
handily beating nationally ranked
No.15 Berry 4-2. The Eagles took
the lead in the first half on a free
kick from just outside the penalty
area (credit to Ian Thompson for
drawing the foul). Peter Masters
placed a wonderful ball into the
top corner on the ensuing kick to
give the Eagles the 1-0 lead before
the first half whistle.
Just after the start of the second
half, the Eagles’ Phil “Middo”
Middleton placed a perfectly
struck ball into the back of the net
narrowly beating the Berry keeper.
This seemed to light an unwanted
spark under the Berry squad as they
answered just six minutes later off

of a corner kick. The fluke goal
was headed off the crossbar and
then past a diving Embry-Riddle
keeper to make the score 2-1.
No less then a minute later did
the Eagles’ Joe Yoffe douse that
spark. After beating not one or two
but three defenders, Embry-Riddle
captain Daniel Whelan placed a
wonderfully struck pass to Yoffe
for an easy tap in. The score stood
at 3-1 at this point.
Berry’s fire was not completely
out, however, as they continued
fighting until the end netting their
second goal of the game with a few
minutes remaining in the match.
As Gregson teams have in the
past and will continue to do all season long, they play hard until the
final whistle. This work ethic paid
a dividend Sunday with 13 seconds
left. Yoffe, who had already tried
to extinguish Berry’s hopes earlier, hosed them down with another

insurance goal giving him two for
the day. Yoffe has a work ethic second to none, and after leading the
team in goal scoring last year, he is
on pace to do the same again.
“We could have played better,” said ERAU Goalkeeper Ian
Levine. “An eight hour bus ride
definitely played its part in that.
But our training level is still very
high and we all have the National
Championship in our heads as the
ultimate goal.” Coach Gregson was
pleased with the victory as well
stating, “We beat the No.15 ranked
team on the road at their place.
This is a very positive outcome
for our team.” The Eagles look like
they are on their way to reaching
those lofty goals.
The next home game for the
footballers is Tuesday, Sept. 12,
when the Eagles host Nothwood in
FSC action. Kickoff is scheduled
for 4 p.m.

Savannah Trakes and April Ebanks
joined veterans like Jenni Nelsen
and Marissa Gonzalez, who earned
all-FSC honors last year. The team
undoubtedly has talent and spunk,
but has had difficulty bringing those
qualities to bear at times. That became
readily apparent as the Eagles played
four matches Friday and Saturday, losing two matches against William Penn
(Iowa) and Evangel (Mo.), largely
due to unforced errors and lack of
teamwork, but dominating their two
matches against ERAU Prescott.
“We learned what it takes to win,”
second-year head coach Joslynn
Gallop said after the Eagles’ last match
of the tournament. “Outwork your
opponents, outsmart your opponents,
and you’ll win ... We had too many
unforced errors, and I’m not sure we

ZACH MAHONE/AVION

SAVANNAH TRAKES, ONE OF
several freshmen on the team,
exploded offensively on Saturday.

Advertisement

were ready to play some [games].”
The team played without middle
blocker Jennifer MacRae and outside hitter Janelle Marinos. Marinos,
the NAIA All-American Honorable
Mention who was responsible for
40 percent of the team’s offense last
year with her record-shattering 691
kills, will most likely be sidelined the
rest of the season with a knee injury.
Newcomer Jenn Meglic, who had a
strong showing in New York, played
with wrapped ankles and a wrapped
left hand after being on crutches earlier in the week.
After coming off a disappointing
tournament in New York, where the
Eagles fell to 0-4, the Eagles’ first
opponent was William Penn. Several
unforced errors and shaky situational
awareness gave Penn free points on
the way to a 3-1 (30-17, 30-27, 34-36,
30-27) victory.
The Eagles debuted their new longsleeved jerseys to the home crowd
as they took on the Eagles from
Embry-Riddle’s Prescott campus. The
Daytona Eagles came out strong, with
Meglic, Rebecca Heller and Nelsen
combining for 29 kills with 32 assists
from Gonzalez as they cruised to a 3-0
(30-21, 30-26, 32-30) victory. Trakes
laid out for 14 digs on the defensive
end.
With Friday’s 1-1 finish putting
them second in their pool, the Eagles
had to defeat Evangel to have a shot
at the tournament championship. That
hope quickly faded as the Crusaders
mounted rally after rally, at one point
down four points before scoring 11
unanswered points to force a game
point. The Eagles fell in three games,

ZACH MAHONE/AVION

JENN MEGLIC, WHO HAD an
impressive showing in New York,
played with a taped hand.

22-30, 24-30, 20-30. The loss moved
the Eagles into the lower bracket,
once again playing Prescott, this time
for fifth place. Knotted at 17, neither
team could gain more than a three
point lead as the Prescott Eagles went
on to a 27-30 win. The Daytona team
fought back, led by Trakes consistently landing spikes into Prescott holes,
to take the next three games 30-26,
30-16 and 30-25.
The Daytona Beach Eagles will
play their first conference action this
weekend in Lake Wales, Fla., taking on Warner Southern on Friday
before Saturday’s match with Webber
International, who made the FSC
playoffs in 2005. They return to the
ICI Center on Sept. 13 to take on
Florida Tech.

STUDENT LIFE
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Pizza, prizes and fun at Friday’s casino night
Nick Butler

Student Activities
Do you want to gamble with fake
money to win real prizes? If so,
then Friday, Sept. 8, 2006 is the
night for you. Monte Carlo Night,
Lambda Chi Alpha’s twenty-plusyear tradition, is back and this year
it will be co-sponsored by TouchN-Go Productions.
Monte Carlo Night is designed
for all of Embry Riddle’s students
regardless of experience playing
cards or even if you know the
rules to the games that will be
on hand. Tables will be set up for
casino classics such as Blackjack,
Roulette, Craps, and the popular
poker game, Texas Hold’em.
Along with the fun and excitement of gambling with friends,

students will be treated to all-youcan-eat pizza and free soda drinks.
To cap off the stimulating night
of risking free money, students’
winnings can earn them a chance to
win them one of a variety of prizes.
Each player may try for a prize for
the night based on the amount of
Lambda Dollars you win, ranging
from an Apple iPod docking station
to gift certificates for our University
Bookstore and free meal plans.
If you have never played one of
these games, the rules are not that
difficult and since most of them are
based on chance even if you do not
have all the skills necessary to beat
the house you can still have a lot of
fun just trying your good fortune.
The games will kickoff in
the U.C. at 8 p.m. so be sure
to bring your good luck charm,
and have fun!

TOM KILEY/AVION

STUDENTS PLAY A ROUND of Blackjack at the 2005 Monte Carlo night, hosted by Lamda Chi Alpha and Touch-N-Go Productions.

Liquid nitrogen ice cream party Thurs.

Singapore International
Aerospace Association
Tejpal Sandhu &Yap Soo Chern
SIAA

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

DO YOU ENJOY PHYSICS? Would you like to play with liquid nitrogen? If you answered “yes”
to any of these questions, then come chill out (literally) with the Society of Physics Students this
Thursday (LB 369 7 p.m.) for our annual liquid nitrogen ice cream party. See you there!

Attn. volunteers
Kevin Kockin

Volunteer Network
The Embry-Riddle Volunteer
Network would like to welcome you
in your decision to attend EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University in
Daytona Beach. We at the Volunteer
Network strive to better the EmbryRiddle community both on and off
campus. We also work to help the
residents of the greater Daytona
Beach and surrounding towns and
cites in Volusia County. We accomplish this by hosting various drives
collecting food and clothing for the
community. We also participate in
two national collegiate volunteering days, “Make a Difference Day”
in the fall semester and “Collegiate
Kindness Day” in the spring semester. We also take suggestions from
students and other organizations in
the Daytona Beach area. We collect
these hours both individually as

well as from clubs and organizations. The most prominent volunteering organizations on campus
are the Fraternities and Sororities
at Embry-Riddle.
The Volunteer Network is part
of President Bush’s Five Star Plan.
This plan allocates extra local,
state and federal money to private
colleges that show caring towards
the communities they are located
in. By providing several thousand
hours, we are given a substantial
grant from the government, which
is passed directly on to the students
as Embry-Riddle scholarships. This
makes volunteering very practical,
and a great way to help out yourself and other students, with the
expense of attending Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University.
Again, the Volunteer Network
would like to welcome you to this
great university. We would like to
wish you success in all your adventures in college.

Alpha Xi
Melissa Majkowski
Alpha Xi Delta

The ladies of Alpha Xi Delta are
excited and enthusiastic about starting the new school year. It has been a
long summer and the sisters couldn’t
wait to catch up on our first chapter
meeting last Tuesday night. Some of
the sisters visited the Bahamas, while
others stayed in Daytona taking summer classes and working on and off
campus jobs. Some even had internships with Fox 35 news and other
prominent companies.
Alpha Xi Delta will be having
a joint social with Delta Chi and
Sigma Chi on Thursday, Sept. 7 on
the west lawn. Other Greeks and/or
non-Greeks are more than welcome
to join us, just to stop by for some
food and catching up, or even meeting new people. It will be between 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. We would like to wish
everybody a great recruitment year.

Over the past summer, members
of the Singapore International
Aerospace Association have been
occupied with two major overseas
projects, namely Experiences 2006
- Singapore, and Experiences 2006
- Kuala Lumpur (KL).
Spearheaded by SIAA, Global
Experiences is an annual non-profit
education exhibition run by students, for students. The event has
two objectives: for current and past
U.S. university students to share
insights on the U.S. education with
prospective students, beyond what
admissions booklets can offer, and
to prepare incoming students for
their initial experience in the United
States.
This year, an average of 40 universities took part in both exhibitions. Top universities like MIT,
Cornell and Harvard were present in
full force. For the past three years,

students from Embry-Riddle have
taken an active role in organizing
Experiences. Most prominently,
ERAU undergraduates like Tejpal
Sandhu, Derek Cheng, Victor Chai
and Wayne Loong have volunteered
to co-chair the events.
Both events saw an overwhelming
response of a total of 6,000 attendees and were attended by VVIPs
including both American ambassadors to Singapore and Malaysia.
Other notable VVIPs include the
Education minister, members
of parliament and Alumni
Presidents.
For the past three
years, SIAA has worked
hand in hand with
ERAU’s administration for sponsorship
and
administrative
support. Major sponsors for Experiences
include Embry-Riddle,
Northwest
Airlines,
Accenture and the United
States Embassy. This

year, Matthew Flaherty, Director of
International Recruitment, was present in both Singapore and Malaysia to
have a firsthand view of the scale of
both events.
Riding on the success of both
events, SIAA has plans to kickstart Experiences in other countries
in the region. The team in Global
Experiences has short-listed countries like Taiwan, Japan and Hong
Kong, and has started the initial
stages of planning for
these countries.

Theta Phi Alpha: ‘welcome’
Theresa Cole

Theta Phi Alpha
Ladies, ladies, ladies, welcome
to Embry-Riddle, or welcome back
for those of you returning to our
beautiful campus. New freshmen
may wonder what to do once they
get to college. Going Greek is one
way to ensure satisfaction during
your college years and for years
afterwards. Formal recruitment for
sororities takes place Sept. 19-24.
If you would like to get to know the
Greek sisters before formal recruitment, you will have a chance during
“Meet the Greeks” on Sept. 11, or
at the Activities Fair on Sept. 12. At
these events, you will find the sisters
of Theta Phi Alpha, Alpha Xi Delta
and Sigma Sigma Sigma ready to
answer any questions you may have
about sorority recruitment.
Want to know more? The Alpha
Tau chapter of Theta Phi Alpha was
founded at Embry-Riddle in 1986.
With 20 years of memories, they are
the oldest sorority on campus. The

mission of Theta Phi Alpha is to
create close comraderie to advance
educational, social and philanthropic interests and leadership training;
to encourage spiritual development
and adherence to the highest moral
standards; and to promote lifelong
bonds of friendship.
Each year, many more memories
are created. Last year, some memorable moments included dominating
AHP (a fraternity) in tug-of-war
during the Greek Week activities,
having an amazing time at the
end-of-the-semester semi-formal
event at the Pirates Dinner
Adventure in Orlando,
and the formal event at
the Plaza Hotel. For a
night out on the town,
you might want to join the
sisters at Daytona Lagoon
for some fun.
However, these ladies
find that their philanthropies are the most rewarding of all. They help out
with the annual Halloween
Carnival sponsored by the

Housing Department, take part in
a campus clean up to help beautify the campus, and sponsor Camp
Friendship, one of Theta Phi Alpha’s
national philanthropies.
The sisters of Theta Phi Alpha
can sum up what the sorority is
in two words: sisterhood and fun!
They welcome all new and returning women to take part in recruitment as well. This year is going to
be better then ever, so come out and
see us. Go Greek!
Visit us at our chapter website:
http://clubs.db.erau.edu/dbtpa/

PHOTO COURTESY THETA PHI ALPHA

From the Flight Department: The Weekly Safety Corner
For all new and returning students of the flight department: Here are a few unwritten rules
you should know about to keep yourself safe and to be prepared for each flight activity.
David Zwegers

ERAU Flight Department
The Student Safety Board is
becoming more involved to promote safety at the student level. Our
goal is to improve communication
and inform students about current
events concerning safety in aviation. In this SAFETY CONER you
will find weekly safety news and
information pertaining to Daytona
Beach airspace and ERAU flight
operations. So look out for the
SAFETY CONER and get involved
with safety today.
Ramp Safety
Aviation Security is a very
important topic. TSA requirements
are strict for any airport operation,
especially for airport ramp access.
The University is bound to strict
screening and security policies
and is required to enforce a 24/7
secured ramp. To make authorized
personnel easier to identify every-

one is required to wear the FTRA
badge (ramp badge) at all times
when entering the airport security
area.
You are required to follow not
only the security guidelines but also
the challenge and notification process printed on the backside of the
FTRA badges. Violations with ramp
security are expensive and can result
in imprisonment.
Many other ramp safety precautions need to be addressed. For
starters, always stay clear of propellers and walk on the tail side of an
aircraft (between A & B rows), and
watch out for
chains and
chocks on the ramp. Tripping on
a chain is not only embarrassing to
yourself but could become a safety
hazard for others.
When getting your aircraft refueled, always oversee the fueling
personnel, confirm proper aircraft
grounding, and make sure no one is
in close proximity of the aircraft. If
you have water or contamination in

your fuel sample, dispose it in one
of the appropriate yellow containers on the ramp.
One of the most common but
hazardous mistakes on the ramp
is excessive taxi speed. There is a
saying here on the Riddle Ramp:
“if the speed feels right, you
are going too fast!” Taxi speed
should be a slow walking pace,
no faster!
Airport Safety
One of the most frequent
safety
hazards
at
an
airport
is
a
runway
incursion. At ERAU
we have observed
many preventable incursions.
Here are a few

pointers: When you move – look
outside! While you are taxiing,
it is not the time to be changing
frequencies, completing checklists
or looking at taxi diagrams. If you
think you might be on a collision
path with an obstacle adjust your
speed so you can stop before colliding with the obstacle, vehicle
or aircraft. Visually and verbally
clear every intersection before
crossing and listen for your call
sign on the radio. Missed radio
calls have resulted in congestions on the frequency and
runway incursions.

Keep in mind that not everybody
is following guidelines or making
radio calls, some aircraft may not
even be equipped with radios and
many my not have ADS-B or TISB. However, you should do your
best to inform everyone of your
position and intentions on regular
intervals. The first call should be
made about five miles outside the
airport. Also, keep in mind ADS-B
and TIS-B have limitations. ADSB will not display traffic without
an ADS-B or transponder unit
installed. TIS-B systems do not
display any traffic that is below the
radar limits of
ATC.

When
you are
flying at
an uncontrolled
f i e l d ,
pay close
attention
to the pattern entry.

Practice Area Safety
Florida’s airspace is the busiest
in the United States, and has high
flight training and general aviation traffic. Therefore, we have a
full airspace with a lot of inexperienced pilots. Your job is to keep
yourself and everybody around
you safe. Constantly scan for traf-

fic and clear the airspace around
you. ADS-B and TIS-B are great
aids but do not replace a visual
scan outside the cockpit. Some
good advice is to make radio calls
every five minutes, every time you
start a new flight maneuver, and/or
make a change in altitude or direction. In order to fully clear the area,
you need to raise the wing to look
underneath, and then fly at thirty
degree bank in order to scan for
traffic using the sky light windows
in the roof.
When you do your flight training
pick odd altitudes to make use of
all airspace available (i.e. 2,700ft,
3,300ft vs. 2,500ft, 3,000ft).
We hope these few hints will help
make you a safer, more knowledgeable pilot.
Contact:
David Zwegers
Director of Aviation Safety
H-112 ext. 6763
www.evrep.com
david.zwegers@erau.edu1
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Embry-Riddle needs to stop
glorifying life after graduation

As a 1978 graduate of the
Aeronautical Science degree program, I am writing with deep concern over the employment expectations presented by the University
to incoming Air Science degree
candidates. “Business as usual”
enrollment pitches to potential
students includes a “blue sky”
opinion of a career in the cockpit
along with glowing success stories
of graduates recently employed
by regional or major air carriers.
This image was pushed upon me
in 1978 and is continued to be
pushed on new recruits. In reality, a financially bleak future
exists for the vast majority of
graduates from the Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical Science program. I
find it irresponsible, if not outright
negligent, for Embry-Riddle to
knowingly put a person in harmʼs
way. Students pay over $120,000
for an education in this career field
that will not allow subsistence
above poverty level for a number
of years, let alone make payments
on huge school loans. In most
cases, Aeronautical Science graduates find themselves in long-term
financial situations that can best be
described as catastrophic.
As it was in my day, recent
graduates are still faced with the
prospect of being “thrown to the

wolves” of general aviation until
they reach flight time experience levels desired by Part 121
Operators. The bridge that must
be crossed between graduation
day and their first day of employment by a major carrier is made
of rotten rope and few foot holds.
Many graduates do not make it
across the bridge. Nowhere in the
school literature is this fact stated
and it is certainly is not explained
to new entrants to the program.
I find this highly objectionable.
In performing cursory research
regarding my class from 1978,
I have determined that only 48
percent currently hold active pilot
licenses while only 32 percent
have acquired a large aircraft type
rating indicative ofairline employment (ref: FAA Airman Database,
ERAU 1978 Air Science class roster). What is the problem here?
I think that a failure of 68 percent of one class to achieve the
school advertised objective of
airline employment would be a
marketing nightmare. Compared
to graduate success rates from
other degree programs of similar
expense, this information should
rightly be an embarrassment to
the University. Many members
of my class have long since left
aviation, as it does not even

What is the SGA??
Hello pilots, engineers, programmers, controllers, managers, and
underwater basket weavers. My name is Bo and I work for you. If you
havenʼt met me yet, and donʼt know why Iʼm writing this, let me submit this metaphor to you. If you think of your Embry-Riddle Student
Government Association (SGA) as Microsoft Word, then Iʼm the little
paper clip guy who asks you if you have any questions.
The SGA is working hard this year to make sure your student concerns
are met, and to make our college better in new ways. Hereʼs a little list of
what the SGA does for you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organize the Saferide free cab service
Distribute money to student clubs
Print banners and hang them in the University Center (UC)
Monitor tuition prices
Get discounted tickets for local events
Organize a shuttle to and from Orlando airport
The best free French Vanilla Cappuccino on campus
Remember the free umbrellas in the UC before the hurrication?
That was us too!

We are planning many more projects for this year and we want your
help and input. You can reach us by email or just stop on by our offices.
Hereʼs a short list of contacts:
•
•
•
•
•

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Chief Justice
To learn more

sgapres@erau.edu
sgavpres@erau.edu
sgatres@erau.edu
sgachfj@erau.edu
www.ERAUSGA.com

SGA Help Wanted
Are you interested in getting involved in the Student Government
Association (SGA)? There are several position openings that may be perfect for you. All positions require an ambitious, hard working, and professional student who wants to be more involved in campus life. These positions come with a 10% discount in tuition in reward for your efforts.
Current openings include
•
o
o
o

Director of Internal Affairs
Help coordinate the different departments of the SGA
Create a bi-weekly newsletter
Make updates to the SGA calendar

•

2 Representatives of the College of Aviation

•

1 Representative of the College of Business

•

1 Representative For Aviation Maintenance Science

If any of these positions sound right for you, contact the SGA Vice
President, Chris Haas at sgavpres@erau.edu or just stop by the SGA
office.

Student Forum

remotely resemble any career field
that would be a stable provider of
income. An Air Science degree
provides training that does not
transfer horizontally to any career
field that I know, so a complete reeducation is required for financial
survival. Therefore, four years in
the Aeronautical Science degree
program represents a tremendous
waste of human effort.
As you probably have been
made aware, Embry-Riddle flight
training is receiving a lot of negative press in many online web logs
posted by private individuals.
You should personally read the
postings so as to comprehend the
animosity felt by people who have
attended the school and have come
to realize the truth. This negative

press will continue to increase
until the University faces that fact
that this cornerstone program is an
overhyped illusion.
I challenge the University
to compile COMPLETE AND
TRUTHFUL data sets on employment rates of other Aeronautical
Science classes and publish the
data for public scrutiny. Publish
feedback from graduates other
than those who got to wear gold
stripes on their jackets. I would
hope that one day the University
would use this data to explain to
incoming candidates the real world
situation in aviation, as opposed
to aggressively recruiting bodies
to just keep this degree program
afloat.
~Larry Manofsky

ATM: in real life
I figured it is about time the
young folks in the ATM program
hear some advice. But first, a little
background. My wife and I are
alumni from ‘05 with degrees in
Aviation Sciences and Air Traffic
Management. After college, I was
offered a great position working
for a healthcare company. By the
way, my pharmacy experience
while in college provided me with
this opportunity. Before we wed,
we made sure to confirm with the
FAA that our biggest fear would
not come true; getting assigned
separate Centers. They gladly
denied the chance of that. As time
went on, and on, and on, my wife
eventually received her Oklahoma
City call. They gave her Atlanta,
her second choice. Then we came
to find out they had her husband,
me, scheduled for Memphis
(which they could not change).
Meanwhile, we heard rumors of a
30 percent pay cut, privatization,
and harsher working environments

than we were told at ERAU. As an
adult, you start to realize, would
our household be good for children (if we even lived in the same
city), and is $30,000 a year for the
first few years worth the salary
cut I would take? Well, we made
a decision. We now live in the city
we love, Nashville, have decent
jobs that will offer opportunity for
growth (unlike the stagnant FAA
ladder), and we know a family
would fit in our plans wonderfully.
Our message to the underclassmen
coming in for ATM: “Think again!”
Be careful, because Admissions is
selling you the program as much
as the ATM instructors. Read the
news, think about future goals, and
think about working in an industry where you are lied to, take
huge pay cuts without regard, and
living eight hours a day in a horrible environment. It is not worth
your health, family, or your
future.
~Brandon Felts
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Stand Up!

Wal-Mart a conservationist;
well, I never
Well, here we are, fall, a these bulbs, just one. They say
brand new semester with brand that if 100 million light bulbs
new topics. For those of you are replaced, the energy saved
who are new to ERAU, Stand would be able to power a city
Up! is a government and poli- of 1.5 million people, and would
tics column in which
do the equivalent of
I try to address lessertaking 1.3 million
known issues and get
cars off the roads.
them into the public
Those are some serieye. As it is my goal to
ous claims, but the
further public discussheer power of those
sion, please feel free
numbers is also an
to write into The Avion
awesome thought. Walif you have a varying
Mart alone will save
opinion on any issue
$6 million a year just
I bring up, as I love a
by changing the light
Chris
good debate.
bulbs in their ceiling
Tezak
Now on to this weeks
fans to CFLʼs
topic, Wal-Mart. The
CFLʼs also have a
Columnist
company many love
long-term effect. They
to hate, and the biglast from anywhere
gest employer in this country, between four and eight years.
is doing something I consider Meaning they replace many
truly staggering. Most big cor- traditional light bulbs in their
porations seem to scoff in the lifetime, further decreasing
direction of conservation, but resources needed for the manuin a move that
facture
of
benefits everynew bulbs.
one, the giant
Though the
company
has
problem with
They
save
money,
decided the way
this reduction
they look at
of sales is the
energy, and you can
light. Wal-Mart
incandescent
get through college
has made it their
light
bulb
mission to push
industry havon just one bulb.
a light bulb,
ing a bleak
a simple light
future, but I
-CHRIS TEZAK
bulb, that could
guess that is
change energy
progress.
consumption in
If
Walthis country, as we know it. The Mart really comes through and
device in question, the Compact pushes this incredible idea, it
Fluorescent Light (CFL).
will truly be a step in a great
Now when most people think direction. Itʼs truly amazing
of CFLʼs they picture the large how much we take the energy
bulky expensive monstrosities consumed by one bulb for
that did nothing particularly granted. So next time you see
well. Well, times have changed, a burnt out bulb, no matter
they have shrunk, gotten cheap- how hard it might be to take
er, are brighter, last longer, and a stroll into Wally World, do
still have the same great effi- yourself a favor and buy a CFL.
ciency. Wal-Mart in their new It saves money, energy and you
push wants to sell each of its can get through college on just
100 million customers one of one bulb.

“

”

Why Johnson isn’t for Embry-Riddle
During the Presidential search,
I had the unique opportunity to
interview each of the four final
candidates and do a full biography for The Avion newspaper on
the candidates. Dr. John Johnson
was the wrong pick for EmbryRiddleʼs Presidency; General
Dunn was the right pick. At the
time of the interviews, I didnʼt
favor one candidate over another,
but after the elimination of two of
the candidates, I quickly began to
realize that Johnson doesnʼt have
the background for the job.
Now, donʼt get me wrong. I in
no way think that Dr. Johnson is a
bad person or that he doesnʼt have
the vision to make Embry-Riddle
an amazing place. Had it been my
decision, I wouldnʼt have selected
him.
Johnson has a long background
of interpersonal and administrative employments. Starting in
1971, Johnson worked in a hospital helping with speech pathology
and audiology. He was an assistant
professor of speech and hearing
science in 1975. He continued
teaching the same subjects at a
different university then moved on
to become Dean of the College of
Health Professionals while teaching as a Professor of Medicine
and Rehabilitation. In 1999, he
was a Vice President of Academic
Affairs at Texas A&M University

and in 2003, he became the Chief
Dunn already had experience
Academic Officer for Embry- working as a University President.
Riddle.
The National Defense University
This sounds like a wonderfully has several parallels with Embrycaring man, a man who knows Riddle that should be mentioned.
how to help people even when they It is comprised of approximately
are going through the worst times the same number of students, with
of their lives during rehabilita- two campuses and an extended
tion. However, this is a school for campus. Heʼs used to having
aerospace engineering, aeronauti- trouble getting people to donate
cal science, and aviation related money to a school, as the National
industries. Where does a man who Defense University is government
has spent his life working in the run and no one wants to donate
medical field fit in? The answer is to their own government. Having
clear, they defiworked in the
nitely donʼt go
aerospace indushand in hand.
try his whole
General Dunn
life,
Dunnʼs
Where does a man
had worked as
background
who has spent his
the Deputy Chief
is perfect for
of Staff for the
Embry-Riddle.
life working in the
United Nations
He holds an
medical field fit in?
Command and
engineering
U.S.
Forces
degree and a
Korea, in Seoul,
pilotʼs license,
- SPENCER CONKLIN
Korea. He was
and is originally
the lead negofrom Daytona
tiator with the
Beach.
North Koreans at the DMZ and
Johnsonʼs only advantage over
also advised talks between the Dunn is simple, Johnson knows
United States, North Korea, South Embry-Riddle. Having worked
Korea, and China. Dunn became here since 2003 Johnson knows
Vice Director for Strategic Plans who is who and how things need to
and Policy at the Pentagon and get done. He started turning heads
worked directly with the govern- his fist day of the job by cancelment at all times. Currently he is ing the schoolʼs jet lease, saving
President of the National Defense Embry-Riddle millions.
University.
Still, there comes a time when

“

”

a change is needed to keep the
school on its toes. Grant Brophy,
former Director of Flight Safety
here at Embry-Riddle, once told
me in an interview that sometimes
a change is needed to find problem
areas. People often miss their own
mistakes and thatʼs the reason we
bring outside people in to take a
look, they can often see the things
we miss. Dunn might have not
known how the school worked,
but thatʼs more of an advantage
in the long run. He has never been
exposed to the system and can see
where problems might be festering.
I think that Dunn would have
been a better choice. But, Johnson
is the President now. I have my
doubts about whether he can fill
this massive task. I send this challenge out to you, Dr. Johnson, do
what we havenʼt seen done in the
past. Be visible, show students
that you care about our education. Expand our degrees, grow
our endowment, work to lower
our tuition, and make us believe
that you can make a difference
for the better. Prove my doubts
wrong. Make the vision you have
of this University becoming a
better place come true. Show us
by your actions, not your words,
why you are the right man for
President.
~Spencer Conklin

The Avion asks: “If you could name a hurricane, what would you name it?”

—Compiled by Jordan Clancy & Aaron Clevenger

Whitney VanBrink
Senior
Aviation Business Adm.

Fransisco Fuentes
Sophmore
Aerospace Engineering

Vistor Bergstrand
Freshman
Aviation Business Adm

Amber Grippin
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Selene Rishardson
Senior
Aviation Maintenance

Holly Johnson
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

“Cynhia McKinney, because
she does nothing but
bring an embarassment to
Atlanta.”

“Your mom, because it will
kick your butt.”

“Terrance, it reminds me
of terror, and terrorʼs a bad
thing.”

“Amber, because I have
never had a hurricane
named after me.”

“Sabrina, because she has a
wonderful eye.”

“Holly, itʼs my name”

SPACE TECHNOLOGY
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Atlantis weathers storm, hopes to go this week
Nicole Titus

Entertainment Editor

After a lightning strike hit the
launch pad and tropical storm winds
threatened the launch of space
shuttle Atlantis last week, NASA
is again readying for launch.
Five hours after Atlantis began
heading back to the Vehicle
Assembly Building on Tuesday,
NASA changed its course and sent it
back to the launch pad. NASA made
the decision to send the shuttle back
to the launch pad after forecasts for
Tropical Storm Ernesto improved.
NASA
spokesman
Bruce
Buckingham told reporters that
Ernesto’s peak winds were expected to be less than 79 mph, the

amount at which it is mandatory to
return the space shuttle indoors.
If NASA had continued with
the rollback to the VAB, launching
Atlantis during the September launch
window would have been limited.
NASA
announced
Friday
that they would attempt to
launch Atlantis on Wednesday.
The launch decision was made
following Ernesto’s pass through
the Kennedy Space Center. NASA
spokesman Bill Johnson told
reporters “There was no water
intrusion in any operational
areas, and so basically we came
through this once unscathed.”
The launch is scheduled for
12:29 p.m. EDT on Wednesday,
with launch opportunities the
following two days if Atlantis

doesn’t lift off on time.
The space shuttle needs to be
launched before Thursday in order to
avoid pending space traffic.
If it launches after that date, it
could interfere with Russia’s plans
to send a Soyuz spacecraft to the
International Space Station in midSeptember. This could create a problem with too many spacecraft parked
at the space station at one time.
Atlantis’ main mission is to
add a 17.5 ton construction truss
to the station. This payload is
the heaviest payload the shuttle
has ever lifted into space.
The payload includes two
solar arrays that will
generate nearly 66 kilowatts of usable
power. This will provide a quarter
of the space station’s power.

Upcoming Cape Launches
Wednesday
Atlantis / STS-115 / ISS flight
Launch time: 12:29 p.m. EDT
5 min. window

NET Sept. 21
Delta 2
Next GPS satellite
Launch time: approx. 3 p.m. EDT

EDITED BY BEN COOPER

NET Oct. 18
Delta 2
NASA’s STEREO spacecraft
Launch time: TBD

PHOTO COURTESY BEN COOPER/SPACEFLIGHTNOW.COM

STRONG STORMS GAVE WAY to a lightning strike at Launch Pad 39B, delaying the planned Aug. 27
launch for two days before Hurricane Ernesto prompted NASA to postpone the launch even further.

Riddle astronaut Burbank ready for second ride into space
Press Release
Embry-Riddle

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

PHOTO COURTESY CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

ASTRONAUT AND RIDDLE GRADUATE Dan Burbank will be making his second shuttle flight aboard
STS-115. He will also make his first spacewalks, helping to install the second set of giant solar arrays to power
the station. Burbank flew this pennant, now hanging in the Lehman Building, aboard his first flight in 2000.

Daytona Beach, Fla., Aug.
31,
2006
-Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University faculty,
staff, and students are on standby
to cheer one of their own, NASA
astronaut Daniel C. Burbank,
when the Space Shuttle Atlantis
lifts off in early September.
Burbank is a 1990 graduate of Embry-Riddle, with a
Master of Aeronautical Science
degree from the university’s
Langley Center in Virginia.
“It is such a privilege to watch
our Embry-Riddle alumni rise to
such heights of success or, as with
Commander Burbank, launch into
the realm of space,” said Martin
Smith, chancellor, Embry-Riddle
Worldwide. “To be able to live one’s
dream is the greatest achievement.
To launch that dream into space and
beyond defines who we are as a

Advertisement

university with a global focus.”
Burbank, who previously flew
on STS-106, is a mission specialist with the STS-115 Atlantis
crew commanded by Brent W. Jett
Jr. With this mission, NASA is
ready to get back to building the
International Space Station, marking the first time in almost four
years that a space station component has been added to the orbiting
outpost. During their three spacewalks, Atlantis crew members will
install the P3/P4 integrated truss
and a second set of solar arrays,
doubling the station’s ability to
generate power from sunlight and
adding 17.5 tons to its mass.
Burbank, a commander in the
U.S. Coast Guard and native of
Connecticut, has logged over
3,500 flight hours, primarily in
Coast Guard helicopters, and has
flown more than 1,800 missions
including over 300 search and
rescue missions. Selected by
NASA in 1996, he has worked on

technical issues for the Astronaut
Office
Operations
Planning
Branch and the International
Space Station, in addition to serving as spacecraft communicator
for the shuttle and space station.
As a mission specialist on STS106 Atlantis, Burbank logged
over 283 hours in space. During
that 12-day mission, the crew
prepared the space station for the
arrival of the first permanent crew.
STS-106 orbited the earth 185 times
and covered 4.9 million miles.
Burbank is one of five astronauts who graduated wth degreess
from Embry-Riddle, all of whom
were shuttle program astronauts.
Benjamin Drew, Ronald Garan,
Susan Kilrain (STS-83, 94), Nicole
Stott and Terry Virts are the others.
In addition, Gemini and Apollo
astronaut Tom Stafford, as well as
moonwalker Ed Mitchell, received
honorary degrees from ERAU.
Space Technology Editor Ben
Cooper contributed to this report.
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Has NASA found direct The mysteries of magnetars
proof of dark matter?
Heather VanAntwerp
Student Life Editor

Eddie Dropkin

Aeronautica Editor

In an astounding release last week,
NASA revealed that it has concrete
evidence to prove the existence of the
once-controversial dark matter.
Swiss physicist Fritz Zwicky first
proposed the existence of dark matter in the 1930s. He suggested that
there was matter that surrounded the
visible galaxies, matter that could
not be seen but whose existence
was inferable based on its gravitational effects.
This matter emitted no radiation, but exuded an observable
gravitational effect on visible
matter, enough to hold spiral galaxies together. Through the

1970s, more and more observed
effects were recorded, mounting evidence for the actual existence of dark matter, which was
generally accepted as real by the
beginning of the 1980s.
Despite scientists’ acceptance of
dark matter, until Aug. 21, 2006,
there was no solid, undisputable
evidence of its existence.
Scientists opposed to the notion
of matter that did not emit radiation proposed alternative theories, suggesting that the forces of
gravity were in fact stronger
that normally suggested.
A team of scientists using
NASA’s
telescope
resources
observed the collision of two
galaxies. Despite predictions of
destruction by the alternative

theories, the galaxies remained
together and the dark matter was
observably separated from them.
When the two galaxies came together, there was a separation of gas and
dark matter, due to an “effect like
air resistance” that dark matter is
not hampered by. This separation
of matter necessitates dark matter’s
existence and would not have
been observable otherwise.
In the NASA press release, Doug
Clowe of the University of Arizona
at Tucson, the leader of the study
said of the observations: “These
results are direct proof that dark
matter exists.” “This is the type of
result that future theories will have
to take into account,” an outside
cosmologist from the University of
Chicago said of the study.

Astronomers the world over continually search the skies for answers
that might help decipher the universe. Such research proves to be
beneficial because new discoveries
are frequently made. The most recent
discovery involves magnetars.
A magnetar is a neutron star with
one special characteristic: the magnetic field of a magnetar is 100 to
1,000 times stronger than a normal
neutron star. A neutron star is a very
fast spinning star that result from a
supernova, which is a death of a massive star. From the magnetic poles of
a neutron star a constant stream of
electromagnetic particles are swept
out into space. When directed toward
earth, the ejections appear to be
pulses, like a lighthouse. The pulses
allow astronomers to estimate the

is not the most interesting find.
Astronomers have become puzzled by the characteristic of the
magnetar’s emission spectrum.
The radio pulses seem to differ each day, when all other
neutron stars do no such thing.
Another find is that when the
magnetar is observed at all frequencies from 350 megahertz to
140 gigahertz, the brightness is the
same. Typical neutron stars would
be fainter at higher frequencies,
rendering them undetectable. This
makes the XTE-J1810-197 the
brightest neutron star found to date.
Astronomers do not know how long
the radio emissions will last. Many
are afraid the radio emissions will
fizzle out, just like the X-rays had. So,
in the meantime, many astronomers
are dedicating their time to learning
as much as possible while it lasts,
hoping to understand the confusing
characteristics of the magnetar.

Space in brief: week of Aug. 28
NASA chooses Lockeed Martin
NASA has chosen LockheedMartin to build the replacement to
the Space Shuttle. The decision was
announced during a long-anticipated press conference Aug. 31.
The Lockheed-Martin team will
build NASA’s Crew Exploration
Vehicle, a program now named
Orion, and have it ready for
manned flights by 2014 at the latest. In 2004, President Bush and
NASA outline a plan to retire the
shuttle fleet by the end of 2010
and have a replacement set of
vehicles ready to resume manned
flights in the United States no more
than four years beyond that.
Unmanned test flights could

PHOTO COURTESY NASA.GOV

NASA SAYS THEY HAVE found the first direct evidence of dark matter. In a press release Aug. 21,
the agency said that scientists using the Chandra X-Ray Observatory had imaged galaxy custer
1E-0657-56, known as the “Bullet Cluster,” above, and found proof of dark matter in the cluster.

rotation rate of each star
Until recently, it was thought that
magnetars would be unlikely to send
out radio waves. It was the National
Science Foundation’s Very Large
Array that discovered otherwise. This
discovery has caused many astronomers to rethink the fundamental
theories regarding these stars.
The magnetar XTE-J1810-197 was
found by NASA’s Rossi X-ray Timing
Explorer in 2003 as it burst to life in
a violent release of X-rays. But, it
was not until 2004 that it was found
to be emmitting radio waves.
At first scientists thought the
radio waves were coming from a
cloud of particles that were released
by the neutron star during the X-ray
burst. This theory was soon dispelled
when it was realized that the radio
waves were being released every 5.5
seconds, which corresponds to the
magnetar’s estimated rotation rate.
The release of radio waves

come as early as 2009.
Lockheed was chosen over
a team comprised of Boeing
and Northrup Grumman.
SMART-1 crashes into moon
The European Space Agency’s
SMART-1 probe, launched in
2003 to test an ion propulsion
system with the objective of
reaching lunar orbit, was deliberately crashed into the moon
Sept. 3 to end its mission.
Astronomers around the world
aimed telescopes at the precise
region where impact occured,
and witnessed a one-millisecond
long bright flash at the crash
site when the probe impacted.

New Horizons first high-res
photo
NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft, launched Jan. 19 on the
first ever mission to Pluto, finally
opened its eyes last week and
took its first high-resolution
photo Aug. 29.
The spacecraft, using its Long
Range Reconnassance Imager
(LORRI) instrument, snapped a
photo of the Messier 7 star cluster.
New Horizons will become
the first manmade object to
explore the icy body when it
flies by in the summer of 2015.
It may then go on to explore
other Kuiper Belt objects.
Edited by Ben Cooper.

PHOTOS COURTESY ESA.INT

A SEQUENCE OF IMAGES shows the SMART-1 probe impact the lunar suface (bright flash) as seen
from the Canada-France-Hawaii telescope, located in Hawaii. The images are separated by 15 seconds.
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CRJ safety record tarnished DOD cuts budgets

ADAM WRIGHT/AVION

A COMAIR REGIONAL JET rolls onto runway 17R-35L preparing for takeoff similar to that of the ComAir
flight of Aug. 27, that crashed shortly after taking off of the wrong runway.
Spencer Conklin
Staff Reporter

Last Sunday, Aug. 27, ComAir
flight 5191 took off from the wrong
runway out of Blue Grass Airport in
Lexington, Ky., killing 49 of the 50
souls onboard. The aircraft clipped
the trees then crashed into the ground
bursting into flames.
ComAir flight 5191 had a 6:00 a.m.
pushback time. Sunrise was not listed
until just after 7:00 a.m. leaving the
airport pitch black. A light rain was
reported at the time of departure.
The CRJ-200 left the gate, taxied
under the control of the Captain to
the runway, and then took off at 6:07
a.m. from runway 26 instead of the
authorized runway 22 under the control of the first officer. Runway 26 is
intended for general aviation use only
and is 3,500 feet long, which is 1,500
feet short of the required 5,000 feet
for the CRJ-200 to liftoff. Runway 22
is 7,000 feet long.
At present time, it is unclear as to
why the aircraft took off from runway 22 instead of 26. The taxiways
had just been reconstructed at Blue
Grass Airport, in Lexington, Ky.
which might have lead to some con-

fusion as to their location. However,
The NTSB has begun their invesrunway 22 is listed on AirNav.com tigation already recovering the intact
as “severely cracked” and in “poor black boxes. The last major runway
condition.” This condition was com- incident occurred on Oct. 31, 2000,
pounded by the fact that the runway when a Singapore Airlines aircraft
lighting system was offline at the just went down the wrong runtime of departure.
way in Taiwan’s Chiang Kai-Shek
After takeoff, the CRJ-200 clipped International Airport and collided
the trees at the end of the runway, with construction equipment, killing
flew for three83 people. “We
fourths of a mile,
are
absolutely,
then crashed into
totally committed
the ground. The
doing everyWe are committed... to
fuselage
was
thing
humanly
found
mostly
to doing everything possible to deterintact though on
mine the cause
possible to
fire, as the aircraft
of this accident,”
was fully laden
determine the cause Bornhorst said.
with fuel. “Most
The CRJ-200
of the injuries are
had 14,500 hours
-DON BORNHORST
going to be due
and had underto
fire-related
gone maintence
deaths”
Fayette
as recently as
County Coroner Gary Ginn told Saturday, the day before. Captain
WLEX-TV. Only the co-pilot, first Jeffrey Clay was hired in 1999 and
officer James M. Polehinke sur- was an ATP with a CFI and CFII
vived, being pulled out by Police rating. Polehinke was hired in 2002
Officer Bryan Jared who dragged and held an ATP with a CFI rating.
him through the shattered cockpit Neither one of the pilots was a graduwindow. Currently, Polehinke is in ate of Embry-Riddle.
critical condition at the local hospiAt the time of the accident,
tal. Forty-nine other passengers and only one air traffic controller was
crewmembers were killed.
in the tower manning both the

“

”

tower and TRACON functions.
Although traffic at the time of
the accident was such that only
one personnel would seem to
be required, the FAA has admitted that this was in violation of
their own regulations which require
separate control of tower and
TRACON functions. While ComAir
flight 5191 sped down the runway,
the control tower operator reports
to have had his back to the runway
while he conducted administrative
duties. It is not clear whether having a second air traffic controller at
the field would have prevented the
accident.
The control tower operator got off
on Saturday at 2:30 p.m., slept for
only two hours during his nine hour
off duty shift, which is only one hour
longer than the required eight hour
off time mandated by the FAA. He
arrived at 11:30 p.m. for an eight
hour duty shift on the two hours of
sleep.
Clay, the Captain, had arrived in
Lexington the day before at 3:30
p.m. A representative of the airline
said that the crew had been “on a
legal rest period far beyond what
is required,” but the question of
when they went to sleep and how
much they got is unknown. “The
most common behavior changes in
sleep deprivation include increased
irritability, trouble concentrating,
and episodes of disorientation,”
said Mary Conklin, a professor at
Rockford University. Whether sleep
deprivation was a factor is unknown
but being investigated.
The regional airline is owned
by Delta and is currently in bankruptcy. Before the accident Delta
had already offered out bids for
sale of ComAir. Depending on how
ticket sales proceed Delta may be
forced to cut the regional loose to
avoid having its misfortunes effect
the already financially hurting major
carrier.
For now, a memorial has been
set up in the Blue Grass parking
lot where people can put messages.
A sign above the memorial reads
“Remembering 5191.” ComAir has
offered $25,000 per passenger to each
family who lost a loved one. White
House spokesman Dana Perino told
WLEX-TV that “The president was
deeply saddened by the news of the
plane crash in Kentucky today, his
sympathies are with the many families of the victims of this tragedy.”

Advertisement

Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter

Two of the Navy’s newest aircraft
development programs are facing major budget cuts and delays,
as reported by Reuters. The F-35
Joint Strike Fighter (JSF0, currently
being developed by the Lockheed
Martin Corporation, faces cuts of
up to $200 million with a delay of
production by up to 14 months. The
MV-22, commonly known as the
Osprey, is slated for a $1.1 billion
dollar reduction in its program over
the next several years.
The JSF, is currently being
developed as three variants: the F35B planned for use in the Marine
Corps, as well as the prime variant
for sale to other nations, the F-35A
for a relatively short range interceptor for the U.S. Air Force, and the
F-35C which has a longer range
and is capable of landing on U.S.
aircraft carriers. The Pentagon is
rumored to be considering dropping
one of these variants, in order to cut
additional costs; as the F-35A is
nearly inviolate as it has no existing
equivalent with the Marine Corps,
the choice is between the F-35B
or the much costlier F-35C. When

finally combat-ready, all three of
these variants of aircraft will boast
an advanced sensor suite, relatively
cheap stealth capability, and electronics that are beyond all other
aircraft in their class. Also on the
fiscal chopping block is the versatile
dual engine program in which the
aircraft can be shipped with either
the Pratt & Whitney F-135 engine or
the General Electric/Rolls Royce F136. Instead, the F-35 would come
equipped with the same engine as
the F-22 Raptor, making it the back
bone of the next generation of aircraft, and all but removing General
Electric from the field of defense
aircraft engine production.
The U.S. Defense Department’s
Osprey program has come under
attack in recent years for its
mechanical failings, which often
lead to the deaths of all aboard. The
next generation of this craft is under
close budgetary scrutiny; the U.S.
Marine Corps plans to reduce the
number of craft it purchases from
Bell Helicopter Textron and Boeing
in order to comply with this budget
cut.
Both critics and proponents of
these budget cuts attribute them to
the military’s skyrocketing costs of
fighting in Afghanistan and Iraq.

New, small UAVs
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) named “CyberBug” was
demonstrated for about 50 people
last week in what may be the beginning of a new step in aerial surveillance and security.
The
CyberBug,
built
by
CyberDefense Systems, weighs in
at only a few pounds, and is about
five feet wide. However, it contains
a relatively large cargo of electronic
sensors that can be configured or
replaced to let the aircraft serve a
wide range of applications. It has
a range of about 7.5 miles and can
operate for an hour at a time on its
single electric motor.
At a cost of $30,000, it can be
purchased by many more groups
than the much more expensive
Predator-type UAVs that the Army is

using in Afghanistan and Iraq. Also,
the developers of the aircraft say it
is simple enough to operate that any
child with video game experience
could learn to fly it in a few hours.
CyberDefense Systems is targeting law enforcement and military
groups for sales. The drone can be
used for surveillance and reconnaissance for the military, following
suspects when a police helicopter
would be too overt, or locating
and monitoring an Alzheimer’s
patient who has wandered away.
CyberDefense systems recently ran
a simulation in conjunction with the
Air Force that had the UAV locating mock victims in a swamp in
Florida.
The company has “placed” 12
of the UAVs with various groups,
including the U.S. Forest Service
for monitoring forest fires, and at
least one federal intelligence agency
has received a trial version.
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FAA targets airport congestion problems

ADAM WRIGHT/AVION

UNITED STATES DOMESTIC AIRLINE aircraft stack up on the taxiways of one of the world’s busiest
airports, Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International.
Michael McGraw
Staff Reporter

The
Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) has recently
announced changes to rules for
airlines operating at two of the
most congested airports in the country. New York’s LaGuardia and

Chicago’s O’Hare airports will both
see changes regarding hourly operation limits. The FAA has proposed
other changes to the regulations in
place at each of the airports as well.
At LaGuardia, the FAA is planning to continue the current limit of
75 hourly operations for most of the
day, but will introduce quarter-hour
limits to spread out operations over

the entire hour-long period. These
measures are primarily an interim
rule that will supersede the current
High-Density rule at LaGuardia,
which is set to expire this coming
January. By next summer, the FAA
hopes to have a permanent rule in
place to regulate the congestion at
LaGuardia.
Without the interim rule, the

FAA fears that airlines will expand
service into LaGuardia and create
even more congestion. Earlier this
decade, LaGuardia alone counted
for about 25 percent of all delays in
the country.
The FAA has also proposed rules
to slightly increase the average size
of aircraft that airlines operate at
LaGuardia. The proposal, which
the FAA hopes to have in effect by
2010, will require that each airline
have an average of 105, 116, or 122
seats on each aircraft operated to
the airport over the course of the
year. However, which of three will
be benchmark is yet to be decided.
The current airport average is 98
seats per flight.
This proposal comes at a time
when airlines have increased service
to LaGuardia with regional jets to
preserve the slots that they control
instead of losing the slots because of
non-use. The FAA hopes to prevent
some of this by requiring a higher
average number of seats, which
will force airlines to operate larger
aircraft or give up the slots. Slots
given up by the airlines will be auctioned off to other airlines. Flights
deemed essential to some small
communities would not be included
the average seat calculations.
At O’Hare International Airport
in Chicago, the FAA has decided
to keep its current caps on hourly
flights, but will add one or two
hourly arrivals to allow new entrants

into the airport. A lottery would
determine which new carriers would
be granted slots. Arrivals at O’Hare
are currently limited to 88 per hour
from 7:00 a.m. to 7:59 p.m. on
weekdays. Some weekend restrictions also exist.
American Airlines and United
Airlines are the two carriers most
affected by the O’Hare restrictions, as both operate large hubs at
the airport. The FAA imposed the
restrictions on O’Hare two years
ago as an emergency measure to
prevent airline “over-scheduling” at
the airport. Before that, the delays
at O’Hare were regularly creating
a ripple-effect of delays across the
country.

Airport Facts
� O’Hare ranks as the
nation’s worst in delays by
percentage of flights.
� La Guardia serves
as a main hub for Delta,
American, and US Airways
� In 2005, New York
surpassed Chicago as the
nation’s busiest airspace.
� Daytona Beach is the
world’s 28th busiest airport.

Judge blocks Northwest flight attendant strike
Kareem Miller

Staff Reporter

On Aug. 25, 2006, U.S. District
Judge Victor Marrero temporarily blocked the flight attendants of
Northwest Airlines from striking,
ruling in favor of Northwest’s claim
that a delay was necessary in order
for legal issues to be resolved.
Judge Marrero believes that
allowing the flight attendants to
strike would hurt the traveling
public and the airline more than
the flight attendants themselves. He
granted Northwest a preliminary
injunction with the hopes that both
the airline and the attendants union
Association of Flight Attendants

(AFA) could reach an agreement
with their contract negotiations.
This will also give Marrero time to
review the case and determine his
final ruling.
Northwest is currently restructuring their organization while under
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, and proposed a new contract to the union
that would help Northwest save
$195 million in concessions from
their flight attendants. The union
voted twice against the restructured
contract, so with the permission
of a bankruptcy judge Northwest
imposed the pay cuts after the
second vote and voided the union’s
prior contract.
Northwest is contending that a
strike would sink the company,

which is on the verge of emerging
from bankruptcy, and informed
the judge that they were willing to
return to the negotiations at the first
available opportunity. While they
remain adamant that the amount
of the concession would remain
the same, the airline’s management
declared they would be willing to
negotiate the means by which the
savings would be achieved.
The case is predicated on the
Railway Labor Act, and both parties have used the Act in support of
their claim. Northwest’s contention
is that a strike would violate the
Railway Labor Act’s safeguarding of interstate commerce, as
both parties must conclude formal
mediation before any action can

be taken. The AFA counters that
Northwest closed all mediation
when they voided the contracts that
were in place.
The AFA has begun training the
flight attendants on how to conduct
CHAOS strikes (Create Havoc
Around Our System), which differs from general strikes in that
CHAOS strikes can last for as little
as 15 minutes, a full day against all
flights or a targeted strike against
a few selected flights. This would
force Northwest to either cancel
or delay their flights, making them
appear unreliable in the minds of the
traveling public and consequently
force the airlines management
to agree to a contract that would be
more favorable for the attendants.

Advertisement

The judge’s final ruling could
affect how the entire industry
deals with union employees. It is
common for airlines to use bankruptcy as a way of removing laborrelated costs and to ask the courts
for permission to void contracts
with unions that do not comply
with contract proposals. Should
Marrero rule in favor of the AFA,
then the airlines would no longer
be free to void contracts with court
approval and also be protected from
retaliatory strikes.
“This would represent a big
change
from
managements’
presumption so far,” Mann said.
“My hope would be that it results
in more intense bargaining to a
consensual solution.”

A11
Turbine
engine
checks
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

The National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) wrote the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) last
week to propose a significant change
to the jet engine safety regulations,
Reuters reported last week.
The proposed changes would
require detection and prevention work
targeting the high-pressure turbine
blades in jets after 3,000 takeoff-landing cycles. Of the five changes listed
in the proposal, two were marked
“urgent” by the board.
The main reason for the recommendation was an incident on June
2, when an American Airlines 767
was undergoing ground testing after a
pilot complained of an underperforming engine. During testing, the engine
suffered an “uncontained failure;” the
engine exploded, throwing debris into
both the left and right wing fuel tanks.
The tanks ruptured and ignited.
Shrapnel from the engine was also
found in the left wing and the fuselage, and one piece was found 2,500
feet from the test site. That piece
crossed two of the airport’s active
runways and taxiways before coming
to rest against a perimeter fence.
Metallurgical analysis revealed that
a small dent in the engine disk caused
small cracks to form. Although the
disk has a design life of 15,000
cycles, the engine was on its 9,186
cycle when the incident occurred,
totaling 48,429 hours of operation.
However, failures have occurred in
the engine type at as few as 7,547
cycles.
The General Electric CF6-80
engine is mounted on Boeing 747,
767 and MD11 and Airbus A300 and
A310 aircraft, and more than 4,000
engines are in use worldwide. The
widespread use of the engine, as well
as the fact that the American Airlines
engine failed so completely, prompted
the recommendation from the NTSB.
The FAA issued earlier in August
a directive that would apply a
scaled inspection schedule designed to
give extra attention to jets with more
than 9,000 cycles.

‘Beerfest’ keeps audiences rolling in the aisles
ing the films. For those of you that have seen drinking. They quickly learn they are not
the light and know that any movie cred- welcome and are promptly kicked out, but
ited to Broken Lizard is worth your time, not before they learn more than they ever
“Beerfest” is no exception. Either way, be wanted to know about their family history;
prepared to laugh your ass off.
their grandmother was a whore and their
Each
installment
grandfather was the
in the Broken Lizard
illegitimate son of
series centers around
Baron Wolfgang von
a different scenario
Wolfhaus.
and is bursting at the
With a little math
seems with nudity,
and the help of their
adult language, vulgreat-grandmother,
gar scenes, substance
the brothers realize
abuse and all other
they are the rightthings not politically
ful heirs to the von
- MELANIE PUGH
correct. It is the kind
Wolfhaus
brewery
of comedy that college
and cousins to the
students love and critics love to hate, but it reining champs of Beerfest, the German
is all in good fun.
team. They vow to form their own team
“Beerfest” kicks off its 110 minutes with a and return the following year to take what is
disclaimer warning that anyone who drinks theirs and generally kick some German ass.
as much as the characters in the movie will They recruit the help of their old college
die, and therefore, should not be tried at drinking buddies and spend the remainder
home. The audience is first introduced to of the year engaging in a rigorous alcoholicbrothers Jan and Todd Wolfhouse (Soter intake training program.
and Stolhanske) playing quarters with what
With a twist, a turn and a secret recipe
we soon learn is a priest- right before their thrown in here and there, “Beerfest” is much
grandfather’s funeral. Their great-grand- more entertaining than most give it credit
mother asks them to travel to Germany for. While it may not put the “Super” in
to carry out the tradition of leaving their “Super Troopers,” it is definitely worthy of
grandfather’s remains at the family resting at least the “Trooper” half of it. “Beerfest”
place. The brothers learn that the timing is heavily criticized for being just another
conveniently falls during Oktoberfest and mindless drunken frat boy comedy that
are soon on their way.
was way more fun to make than to actually
While in Germany, they stumble (literally) watch, and the critics are absolutely correct.
into a top-secret drinking game competition However, they fail to mention that the film
called Beerfest, the “Fight Club” of beer is ridiculously hilarious.

“

Beerfest

Melanie Pugh

Business Manager
From Broken Lizard, the crew that
brought us “Super Troopers” and “Club
Dread,” comes “Beerfest.” For those of you
who have been living under a rock since
the comedy group’s 1996 debut, “Puddle
Cruiser,” Broken Lizard is made up of Jay
Chandrasekhar, Kevin Heffernan, Steve
Lemme, Paul Soter and Erik Stolhanske,
each of whom star in and take part in writ-

... anyone who
drinks as much as
the characters in
the movie will die ...

”

A fun, faith-filled weekend
awaits you in Orlando, Fla.
Nicole Titus

Entertainment Editor
If you’ve never heard of “Rock The
Universe” or “Night of Joy”, you don’t
know what you’re missing. This upcoming weekend at Universal Studios and
Walt Disney World, the best of Christian
Pop, Rock, Urban and Gospel music will
be on display.
At stages through out the parks, live
concerts from bands like MercyMe,
Casting Crowns, Matt West, tobyMac,
Jeremy Camp, Relient K, Skillet, Third
Day, Krystal Meyers and Newsboys,
to name a few, will be performing. A
total of 35 bands and artists will be performing on Friday and Saturday. The
nation’s leading Christian speakers will
also be on stage.
Not only will you get a chance to rock
out with the biggest names in Christian
music, but you’ll also be able to thrill
yourself with their cutting-edge rides
and attractions.
The Walt Disney World website boasts
that in over 20 years, the “Night of Joy”
event has played a combined audience of
over 900,000.
Jim Timon, Universal Orlando senior
vice president of entertainment, told
reporters last year that “Guests can see
the bands they love, hear the inspirational words of Christian speakers and
experience the thrill of our first class
attractions, for an unparalleled overall
experience.”
Even if you’ve never listened to
Christian music before, I assure you will
be impressed and inspired. Take some
time to check it out.
Tickets for both parks are approximately the same price as generic admissions.

‘Yell Fire’ on fire

Yell
Fire
Michael Franti & Spearhead

Zach Mahone

Staff Reporter
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35 bands from around the country will be
showcased at Rock the Universe and Night of
Joy Friday and Saturday, Sept. 8 and 9

‘Snakes on a Plane:’ EmbryRiddle’s worst nightmare
Don Macanlalay
Staff Reporter

If you haven’t heard by now, “Snakes on
a Plane” is about snakes on a plane. What
they don’t mention was that the movie
featured snakes in a toilet, snakes in a
cockpit, snakes in the cargo hold, snakes
in a woman’s eyeballs and well … you
get the picture. What they do mention is
that Samuel L. Jackson is “tired of these
mother------- snakes on this mother------plane!”
That line alone should’ve magically
hypnotized you to see the film, the way it
has with millions of fanboys everywhere,
but it doesn’t. If you actually believed the
hype, you would’ve started a tactical reptilian response class – maybe, Snakes in a
Cessna 101 – here at Riddle.
The hype all began with the title itself,
so good that the movie’s plot doesn’t even
need to be fully detailed here. “Snakes on
a Plane”, or SoaP as many have cutely
named it, caused so much buzz due to its
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Snakes on a Plane

simple title that many have hailed it a cult
classic before it was even released.
Now that it has been released, I believe
that they were a tad wrong.
The problem isn’t Samuel L. Jackson

– even though he said his famous line at
the completely wrong time- the problem
is the film’s continuity. But then again,
the movie is supposed to be ridiculous.
When they say that “Snakes on a Plane”
is about just that, they’re not lying. It
ends just as soon as they land it.
S.L.J. and snakes aren’t the only ones
featured in the move as SNL regular and
Nickelodeon alum Keenan Thompson
steals some of the funniest and most
ridiculous scenes in the movie. Many
here at Riddle will marvel at the fact that
he can pilot a 747 jetliner based on MS
Flight Simulator training.
Sometimes I debate who will win in
a fistfight, Samuel L. Jackson or Chuck
Norris, but after watching S.L.J. vs. every
snake in the entire universe I no longer
need to. Don’t get me wrong though, if
you’re looking for two hours to kill you’ll
be in for a ridiculous yet enjoyably bad
treat.
Oh, and the reason for two and a half
airplanes is merely due to the fact that the
snakes got to the other ones.

Michael Franti & Spearhead is probably
a band you never heard of before, but it’s
time to become to familiar, very familiar.
Franti released his latest album Yell Fire
on July 25, 2006, which was inspired
by his trips to Iraq, Israel, and Occupied
Territories of Palestine.

“The thing that I found when I was in war
zones was that nobody wants to hear songs
about war,” said Franti. “They want to hear
songs about connection to people, and songs
about love and life, songs that make them
dance.”
This album is solid from beginning to end.
I was going to recommend a few songs to
download, but it is simply impossible. You
need to download all 14 songs, get them on
iTunes, and upload to iPod ASAP.
You can’t miss Spearhead’s Jamaican
influence to their seasoned hip-hop reggae.
One thing is for sure is that is hard to sit still
while listening. The diversity of their songs
is impressive. However, the most impressive
quality of Franti is his lyrics.
The lyrics are nothing short of positively
life inspiring. Franti is very open about his
opposition to war, his love of music, and
life. It is pretty much guaranteed that this
album will pull you out of any funk you
might be experiencing. An album like this
is very important for this time period where
the overall view of government and war is
low.
After you get Yell Fire, you will be looking for the next Franti experience. I recommend acquiring “Everyone Loves Music”,
an album, which is not on the same plane as
Yell Fire but is equally impressive.

Muse is something
no one should miss

Black Holes & Revelations
Muse

Adam Wright

Staff Reporter
I popped Black Holes and Revelations,
released on July 11, 2006, into the player
expecting to hear a hodgepodge of typical classic Muse tracks such as “Bliss”
and “Hysteria.” 15 seconds into the
first track, the surprise of this album to
become apparent: an entirely new style
of Muse has emerged. My eyes were
searching for the nearest trashcan after
the CD played in its entirety. Yet, not
thinking I’m that shallow of a listener,
I listened to the album a couple more

times, and the energetic rhythm of the
album grew on me.
Muse has definitely pioneered a new
genre of alternative music with Black
Holes and Revelations. One of the tracks,
“Knights of Cydonia,” illustrates the bold
sound effects new to Muse which included horses, sirens, and explosions. The
first time I heard this song, these affects
stunned me and gave the impression of
something cheap. But, after listening to
the album through a few times, it became
a defining element about this new album
that I appreciated!
My favorite track on the album was
the pilot track, “Assassin.” The reiterating percussion and guitar rhythm give the
song an energized feel. The long notes
drawn out by the vocals contrast nicely
with the quick beat of the song. This
would be the song on the album that I’d
end up getting pulled over due to speeding
… if that gives you any idea.
The vocals in Black Holes and
Revelations are without a doubt superb.
The jamming systematic melody drawn
out by the vocals puts the spotlight on
the cornerstone of Muse’s reputation to
deliver spectacular musical composition.
I got something I wasn’t anticipating, and
something I didn’t care for when I first
listened to Black Holes and Revelations.’
But give it some time if you’re not easily swayed from your musical preferences. Black Holes and Revelations
has rocking, exploding tracks that will
leave you astounded.
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Staff Reporter
Ichetucknee Springs State Park is located
four miles northwest of Fort White and is
known for its refreshing springs and ample
options for tubing, canoeing, kayaking,
swimming, snorkeling, scuba diving and
other summer activities.
Just a three-hour drive away, its extremely
scenic via Route 40 west. It might sound a bit
far, but if you’re looking for a relaxing and
fun day in a freshwater spring with fish and
natural surroundings, you’re in for a treat.
It’s definitely worth the trip, especially if
you have four or more people to split the fuel
costs.
During their peak season, between
Memorial Day and Labor Day, the entrance
fee is only $5 per person. Unfortunately,
peak-season ends today. But don’t fret ... you
can still get in on the summer fun.
Independent vendors in town provide the
tube rentals. The prices range from $3 to $15
depending on what you rent and where you
rent from. Be careful though; some of the
renters will pick up the tubes from the park,
while others require you to leave your driver’s
license as a deposit. Make sure you ask before
you complete a transaction! After a long day
on the river, it’s very convenient to avoid
returning the tube.
There are two entrances to the park, north
and south. The north entrance is located off of
SR-238 and it is open for tubing during peak
season, only. The north entrance has the Head
Spring, tubing/canoeing launch and some hiking trails. If you launch from the north point
to float the entire river via tube, it will take
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about 3.5 hours so come early. They have a
limit of 750 tubers per day. If you want to
canoe instead, the entire canoe trip will last
about two hours from the north entrance and
it costs $5 per person all year.
The south entrance, located off of U.S.
27, is open all year. It has access to the
Midpoint Dock, and the Dampiers Landing
Dock, which is the south end of the launching
docks. The tubing lasts about 1.5 hours from
the midpoint and about an hour from south
point down to the Take-Out Point. If you go
to the park during the peak season, the south
entrance also has a concession area where you
can purchase food and rent lockers only.
Unfortunately, during off-season, the
concession store is closed so there is only a
vending machine available. Also, during the
peak season, the park offers tram rides to the
Midpoint Dock and in-park shuttle service for
tubers to get back to the north entrance.
Both the entrances offer plenty of parking
and barbeque pits with picnic areas, so you
can pack your own lunch and cook it when
you get to the park.
Pets are allowed at the park but not in the
springs. Also, the park does not allow people
to bring food or disposable bottles to the
spring, so make sure to bring personal bottles
if you want to carry water with you.
If you have never been tubing, you should
definitely go. Because off-peak season starts
today, be sure to pack some slippers ... you’ll
have a bit of walking to do.
Summer might be coming to a close, but
you can still get a taste of the good life on the
lazy Ichetucknee River. Be sure to check it
out ... it’s a real splash!
For more information on all of Florida
parks, visit www.floridastateparks.org.

COMICS
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

The kettle calls the pot black.

by Wes Oleszewski

SODOKU

EASY

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HARD

Eighties Movie Favorites
ACROSS
2. Toon star Roger is worried that
his wife Jessica is playing pattycake
with someone else.
4. The Starcruiser of the Towani
family crashes on the moon Endor
and the two children search for their

parents.
5. Littlefoot loses his mother and
is seperated from his grandparents.
7. After being rebuilt, his memories resurface and vengeance takes
over.
10. The plot is to kill all infants
so that the newborn princess, Elora,

will never take over the throne.
11. Two brothers travel to the
West Coast to compete in a video
game championship.
14. Number 5 is an experimental military robot that is struck by
lightning.
15. A young boy opens a book

to another world, and must become
their savior.
17. Sean Crenshaw and his friends
form together to fight off an evil
horde of monsters.
18. Nobody believes Andy
Barclay’s doll pushed his babysitter
out the window.

19. Nancy falls victim to a burnt,
clawed maniac that lives in her
nightmares.
21. Maverick.
23. A movie involving the battle
between the heroic Autobots and the
evil Decepticons.
25. Minature green monsters
that tear through the small town of
Kingston Falls.
26. Seven disgusting kids made of
green mud.
27. Sam recruits two young vampire hunters to save his brother by
finding and destroying the head
vampire.
28. Three odd-ball scientists get
kicked out of their cushy positions
at a university in New York City.
30. A street-wise kid who knows
all the tricks, and decides to elude
the dean, Ed Rooney.
31. Ralphie and his dream of the
Red Rider.
32. A bunch of unscrupulous
nutjobs intent on stealing the air of
Druidia.
34. When the crew is struck by a
virus, the fate of everyone falls on
the shoulders of an ex-war pilot.
35. Marty McFly.
36. A scientific experiment
unkowingly brings a cigar smoking
drake to the planet earth.
37. Gordie Lachance looks back
on his preteen days when he and
three close friends went on their
own adventure.
38. Here is a murder mystery
based on the world-famous board
game.
39. Archeologist and adventurer is
sent by the U.S. government to find
the Ark of the Covenant.
40. A tale of a young girl who
dreams of life beyond the sea.

41. Her family forgets her birthday.
42. A young boy discovers a space
ship that takes him into the future.
43. Golobulus wants to steal a
transmitter to ripen plant pods that
have been launched into the Earth’s
outer atmosphere.
DOWN

1.Star Wars episode where
the Rebels leave their Hoth base
because of attack.
3. After being killed in a car
crash, they find themselves trapped
as ghosts in their beautiful New
England farmhouse.
6. Daniel and his mother move
from New Jersey to California.
8. A mysterious figure who takes
crime-fighting into his own hands.
9. California teenagers who enjoy
malls, sex and rock n’ roll.
12. When a pesky social worker
thinks Big Bird should be with his
own kind.
13. In the year 2029, super computers dominate the world.
16. A group of Astoria, Oregon
kids discover One Eyed Willy’s
treasure.
20. Five students spend the day in
detention.
22. His bicycle is in the basement
of Alamo.
24. Sarah Toby becomes so angry
with her brother that she wishes him
to the goblins and it happens.
29. Cuban refugee becomes one
of Florida’s most powerful drug
lords.
33. Gary and Wyatt, desperate to
be liked, create their own woman.
40. A hacker that gets trapped into
a computer world.

SOLUTIONS
NEXT
WEEK!

CLASSIFIEDS
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HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

Room for rent in nice Home
10-15 minutes from Embry-Riddle.
Serious student/working professional preferred. Furnished room with
full closet/full bathroom, Internet
hookup and ceiling fans. Includes
phone access, swimming pool and
tennis courts. All house privileges.
$475 a month. Everything included.
(386) 760-0819

Beachside 4 bedroom/bathroom
One block from the beach in an area
of other very beautiful homes in
Daytona Beach Shores. Master suite
has two closets and a walk-in closet.
Enough room for a volleyball court
(a quarter of an acre). Two car
garage, palm tree lined driveway,
private courtyard and barbeque
area, large rooms, fireplace, dining
room, fourth bedroom is a studio
apartment which may be sub rented.
$1650 a month. (608) 345-6779

Roommates wanted immediately
Male or Female to share a new
five bedroom house located in the
Groves in Port Orange. The rooms
are fully furnished with high-speed
internet, washer and dryer. The
rooms have a bed, dresser, desk,
TV with cable, and nightstands. No
lease required. The rent is $500 plus
$500 deposit and split utilities. We
also go to Embry-Riddle Call Jesse
@ (386) 299-7714

Looking for Housing
Easygoing exchange student is
looking for a room in an apartment
sharing community A.S.A.P. I am
clean and get along with anyone.
Please contact me at (386) 334-7886
or krebs.flo@gmail.com. Thanks.

Apartment on Intracoastal
Looking for non-smoking roommate to share furnished 2 bed/2 bath
condo in Indigo Pines 3.5 miles from
ERAU campus. Pool, Spa, Weight
room included. $500/months. Call
Patrick- Mcmah725@erau.edu

House for Rent
Charming 2 bedroom ranch-style
home with a fenced backyard and
1-car attached garage on beachside. $1,200 per month with a $500
security deposit. Call Kathleen at
(513) 931-4300.

For Sale in South Daytona
List price $225,000. Motivated
seller! WOW! Two master bedrooms for a total of 3 bedrooms,
3 baths, 2054 sq. ft. living space
on cul de sac. See virtual tour at
RosemaryHallman.com or call
Rosemary Hallman,
REALTOR Watson Realty Corp.
(386) 679-5844.

Triplex for Rent
Port Orange, Modern 2br 1ba, Triplex, with large Florida room, CHA,
washer/dryer hookups, ceiling fans,
large fenced yard, quiet area. Rent
= $720.00, Security = $450.00. Call
(386) 547-6700. ask for Ian Ramsbottom. 702 Ernest Drive, Port Orange, FL 32127. ian@cfl.rr.com

Beachside Large One Bedroom
Apartment is 50 feet from the beach.
Attached to a house, private yard,
all appliances including washer
and dryer. $550 a month. Available
immediately (608) 345-6779

Looking for Housing
I am a focused student, clean and
organized, need room fast! I am
22 years old, outgoing and extremely laid back. Call Ross @
(954) 553-0589.

House to Share
Looking for a responsible, nonsmoking, female to share my home.
Have your own room, bathroom,
walk-in closet. Share kitchen, laundry room and other common areas.
House located 10-15 minutes from
campus, on a lake behind Spruce
Creek Fly-In. Asking $480.00 /
month and 1/2 utilities. For appointment call: 386-453-4373.

Oceanfront Studio Condo
Daytona Beach. Spectacular surf/
sand views from brand new corner
unit, 11th floor studio. Generous
private balcony. Professionally
furnished. King pillow-top bed. Includes utilities and wireless internet. Fitness room, sauna, 4 pools,
tiki bar, miniature golf, and more
amenities of resort living. Across
the street from grocery, dining,
Starbucks, etc. Two mile walk/bike
down the beach to cineplex. Covered parking. Suitable for two.
$1800. Call Laura 760-518-9309 or
e-mail charliestwin@yahoo.com.

2 Bedroom Cottage
Near river and downtown Daytona.
2.5 Miles from campus. Upstairs in
separate building behind a beautiful
victorian. New paint, carpet. Wraparound veranda. Private laundry and
storage. 1 person, please. $600.00/
Mo. First and last. (386) 682-1579..

Need Room Starting August
I need a room with private bathroom on a monthly basis starting
in August. I am a graduate student
and have a part time job. Please call
me at 386-383-0011 or e-mail me at
balasubk@erau.edu.

Beachside House for Rent
Steps to the beach. 2 car garage,
family room, split plan. 4 bedrooms
/ 2 bathrooms, newly remodeled.
Waher & dryer. Lawn included.
Plenty of parking. $1450 a month.
First & security needed upon movein. Call Mrs. Stewart at (407) 5380283.

Cottage by the Sea
Daytona cottage by the sea, 1
bedroom, tile floors, cold a/c, just
remodeled, new appliances, taking
applications for immediate occupancy, no pets, $595/mo, first and
last month deposit. (386) 689-6605
or (386) 427-0274.

River-View Housing
Daytona 2nd floor view of river,
wall-to-wall carpet, central a/c
& heat, off-street parking, 2 bedrooms, large enclosed
porch,
taking applications for immediate
occupancy, $675/mo, first and last
month deposit. (386) 689-6605 or
(386) 427-0274.

Room for Rent
2br, 1 bath house close to ERAU,
room can be furnished or not, cable,
net, ceiling fan, hot tub, private
secure parking, 10 mins. to ERAU.
450.00 total cost per month,
call Dan 386-316-6155.

Furnished Room for Rent
Furnished bedroom with king
size bed located in an ERAU
neighborhood at Townhouse North.
Located on the corner of Clyde
Morris and Big Tree Rd. Very
clean and comfortable. Beautiful
backyard and den. Six minutes from
ERAU. For more info contact Mrs.
Short at 767-2300.

South Daytona Condo for Rent
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath totally renovated condo for rent washer and
dryer in unit. $950 per month. for
information call Anthony 386-5662811 or BJ 386-589-8199.

Roommate Wanted
A very serious quiet student wanted
to rent a 2bd 2ba WATERFRONT
condo. This place is for the serious
student needing a peaceful place to
conduct his/her studies. I’m looking
for someone very responsible who
is very clean, quiet, (neighbors will
complain) and who will pay rent on
time. This condo is very clean and
very up kept. I expect you to keep it
that way, and in return I am providing you a spotless, quiet, excellent
study area to live. I may sound like a
jerk but I’m really not, just very meticulous and very easy to get along
with.$990.00 monthly. One yr. min.
404 822 1715.

South Daytona Townhouse
2 bed, 1.5 baths, 990 sq. foot, back
yard, laundromat, no smoking, no
pets. $825-875/mo first and deposit
$350. Includes cable, pest, trash,
HOA rules, 5 mi. to ERAU. Avail.
9/8/2006. Call (386)290-9091 or
e-mail lcalimarea@cfl.rr.com..

Beautiful House to share
2200 sq. foot house to share in
Port Orange. 2 rooms unfurnished
(one could be used as a study) and
private bath. $750 a month includes
everything; utilities, use of common
areas, washer and dryer, yard, patio
and garage. I work and study so this
is not a party house. If you need a
great place to live and study and
you are a non-smoker, call (386)
453-8500

One roommate needed ASAP!
House 2 miles to Riddle. $575 for
rent + all utilities. (386) 871-5113

For Rent - Around the Corner
4 bedroom/3 bath house located
literally within walking distance
of campus in nice neighborhood.
Will rent by the room (Master suite
with own bathroom - $400/month
and other bedrooms $300/month).
Available Sept. 1st with easy rental
terms (4 month lease with automatic
month-to-month renewal). Utilities
split 4 ways...lawncare included.
Make your move...get settled!
Kenny Doucette 386-235-1910.

Share home close to ERAU
Seek student to share home in nice
neighborhood. Rental includes a
furnished bedroom with private
bath; house privileges; W/D; and
high-speed Internet access. Reasonably priced at $350 per month
plus shared electric. References and
deposit. Non-smokers only please.
Call (386) 383-8621 or email me at
lynthom83@yahoo.com

Share home close to ERAU
2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, sun room
(could be used as a third bedroom),
stone fireplace, 2 car garage, washer
& dryer, basic cable, community
pool and club house; walking distance to shopping center; 5 min.
drive to ERAU. $1,200/month plus
electricity; no pets, no smoking; 12
months lease, 1 month deposit and
references required; Call Kay @
(386) 290-2221

Beachside Furnished Condo
Beautifully furnished condo for
$975 a month and includes water.
Condo also has pool just steps outside your door. Will allow a cat with
a deposit. Call All Florida Realty
Services, Inc. at 386-760-6000 for
showings..

Looking for Housing to Share
Student Seeking Housing Clean
and organized student nonsmoker,seeking room for 06/07
school year. Prefer to live with other
students and within close proximity
of ERAU. My name is Alex (708)
369-6933 or omilade@aol.com.

Beachside House
Cute one bedroom, one bath house
located 2 blocks from beach, ten
minutes from campus on a quiet
street. Recently remodeled: eat-in
kitchen, central heat/air, vaulted
ceiling, pretty landscaping, new
appliances, off-street parking. One
year lease, no pets, security. $750/
mo includes water & pest control.
386/212-1578.

Oceanfront Efficiency
Oceanfront efficiency in Daytona
Beach Shores. Fully furnished efficiency condo with pool and private
ground floor entrance (not a condotel) $700 per mo. 704-905-0910.

CARS/BIKES
Suzuki Hayabusa
2004 Blk/Plum 850 mi, Full Yosh.
Some chrome. $10,000.
(386) 341-7453

1995 Mitsubishi Diamante
Must Sell!! Bought a new car. 4
dr. automatic, leather, alloys, new
transmission, all records and all
power. mi.183k. Needs some TLC.
Asking $2300. Or make me an offer.
Phone: (386) 615-7676

EMPLOYMENT
Clerical Jobs Available
Would you like to earn money each
week for completing various clerical based projects and assignments
from home? We are now hirnig
home based clerical typists to complete projects and assignments paid
on a per project basis. Visit www.
typeinternational.com/idevaffiliate/
idevaffiliate.php?id=4120

SERVICES OFFERED
Roommate Needed
Unfurnished 2 bedroom/1 bathroom available at The Breakers.
Fitness center, swimming pool,
club house and laundry room included. $440/month + utilities.
Seeking a clean, responsible and
mature roommate (non-smoker).
Please call (386) 383-8894 or email
jaroshj07@gmail.com if interested.

Room for Rent
Nice, clean, beachside house close
to main street. Cable TV and Internet. Hardwood floors. Nice yard
and utilities included. Move-in
ready. $500/month. Call Cell (386)
846-3222. Come enjoy living short
walking distance from the beach,
shopping, and restaurants. We are
looking for a fun, honest, clean,
non-smoking person.

Townhouse for rent
Master bedroom + bathroom for
only $500/month! Only 5 minute
drive to ERAU campus. A 3/2 townhouse in Port Orange. Extra guest
room, spa, and washer/dryer privileges are shared with a housemate.
Quiet and very safe community
large living room and kitchen are.
Available 8/2/06. Call Sunny at
(386) 334-4890

Remodeled river view condo
Studio, 1 or 2 bedroom condos for
rent. River view residences available. All new appliances, washer/
dryer, carpet/tile, etc. Condo amenities: gated comm., riverside pool &
spa, fitness center, car wash station,
laundry center. Starting at $650/
month! Move-in specials available$$$. AAction Prop Mgt-Lic RE
Broker. www.DaytonaBeachRental.
net. (386) 437-0005 or
(866) 220-1146

Legacy at Crystal Lake Homes
Come join us and reside around the
sparkling waters of Crystal Lake at
Legacy! We are conveniently located only minutes from ERAU and all
apartment homes are equipped with
washer/dryers, black on black appliances and celing fans. Enjoy our
resort style pool, business center
with Internet access or the fitness
center with Nautilus equipment;
pets are also welcome. We look
foward to meeting you!
Call Us! (386) 304-0028

South Daytona Condos
Condo 2bd.1.5 bath, w/d, pool,
clubhouse, no smoking, no pets,
unfurnished/furnished 1050-1200 a
month+deposit, 3 miles from college and university, can be shared.
HOA rules, call (386) 290-9091 or
email lcalimarea@cfl.rr.com.

Riverwood Condo
Welcome to Riverwood, located in
South Daytona condo 3 miles from
I-4 and I-95 intersections and only
10-15 minutes from Daytona Beach.
Apartment has 2 bedroom 1.5 bath
1050 sq.ft.New central A/C, dishwasher, microwave, stove, refrigerator, carpet, w/d, pool, fitness
center, lease 12 month. Unfurnished/
furnished, $1050-1200/HOA rules,
call (386) 290-9091 or e-mail to
Lcalimarea@cfl.rr.com.

Brand New Home for Rent
Ready and waiting for you! Just
5 minutes from ERAU campus.
Four bedroom split plan, 2 baths
and 1900 sq. ft. under air give
you plenty of room for family &
friends. Cable and phone outlets in
all bedrooms. Cul-de-sac location in
new devlopment. Centrally located
and close to colleges, beaches, and
golf courses. Lowest price rental
in the area for a brand new home
only $1,250 per month. Call Matt @
386-566-8618.

Apartment on Intracoastal
Efficiency apartment in historical
home on the intracoastal waterway
in Daytona Beach. Close to beach
and school. $475/ month includes
utilities and cable. Phone (386)
453-1913

Townhouse for Rent
Lovely 1,200 sq. ft., 2 bedroom/2
bathroom townhouse with one-car
garage quaint Port Orange neighborhood with Clubhouse and Pool!!
The eat-in kitchen overlooks a combination living/dining room with
vaulted ceiling. The master bedroom boasts a large walk-in closet
with extra shelving. Warm tiles in
kitchen, baths, and entry; appliances
included! $1050.00 per month (with
First/Last Months’ Rent and Security Deposit) Immediately Available!! Contact Vincent or Angelique
for viewing appointment/details at
386-846-9209 or 386-871-7101.

Seeking Roomates/Housing
Clean and organized student seeking
room for 06/07 school year. Prefer to
live with other students and within
biking distance of ERAU. My name
is Alex and I can be reached at 858774-1730 or johanbd8@erau.edu.

Port Orange House to Share
Southwinds (Port Orange): 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, sun room/office,
stone fireplace, 2 car garage, washer
& dryer, basic cable, community
pool and club house; walking distance to shopping center; 5 min.
drive to ERAU; $600/month plus
electricity; no pets, no smoking; 12
months lease, 1 month deposit and
references required; Call Kay @
386-290-2221.

Save Money on Housing
Share your costs and control your
living experience while at ERAU.
Buy a house or condo! Capture
appreciation dollars and tax deductions to make $money$ for yourself
and your parents. Call Darlene
Mazur, an Embry-Riddle Mom and
Daytona area real estate agent at
Prudential Transact for all the details. (386) 788-2563.

Show Cars: Joe Gibbs Racing
Perfect for trade shows, conventions, open houses, etc. Choose
from the #18, #11, #20 Nextel Cup
NASCARS owned by Washington
Redskins coach, Joe Gibbs! Call for
pricing. 1-800-469-1881 ext 7535.

MISCELLANEOUS
Riverfront Condo
Awesome view! 2 bedroom, 2 bath
condo located on Halifax river
(beachside!) just south of Seabreeze
bridge. first floor, newly remodeled,
tile floor, central heat/air, galley
kitchen, dishwasher, laundry on
premises, large private patio w/ incredible view, BBQ area, 2 hot tubs,
minutes to beach, 10 minute drive to
campus! $1,195 mo includes water.
One year lease, no pets, security.
386/212-1578.

Port Orange House for Rent
AVAILABLE NOW !! $1500.00
per month, Four Bedrooms,Three
Baths, Quiet Neighborhood! Large
Kitchen, Two Master bedrooms,
hugh back yard, large covered patio,
two car garage. Located in Port
Orange off Spruce Creek Road near
Taylor Road. Close proximity to
ERAU, Dunlawton, Nova, the river
and the Beach. $1500.00 per month.
Call 386.441.9889.

Townhouse for Sale/Rent
Townhouse For Sale or Rent. Ten
minutes north of College. Two bedroom, 2 bath, fireplace, and pool.
Reasonable offers accepted or rent
for $800/month. (239) 728-4572.

Roommate Wanted
3 Bedroom 2Bath house looking
for a clean roomate starting in Nov.
$550 everything included! House
is about 11-15 minutes away from
campus. Robert 516 351-2891.

Musicians Needed
Musicians needed for ERAU’s Chapel’s Sunday 11 a.m. Contemporary
Worship. Guitarists, percussion
and keyboard players needed. Call
Chaplain Jack Ottoson at 322-3276.

Refrigerator for Sale
Kenmore side by side refrigerator
w/ ice and water on door. Excellent.
Almond color. Asking $200. (386)
615-7676 or (386) 451-1916

Keyboard For Sale
Yamaha Keyboard with stand and
bench $80.00. Call 386-253-8318.

Furniture, Etc. For Sale
Light oak entertainment center
$125.00, coffee table and end table
$130.00, file cabinet $25.00, book
case $75.00, antique Singer sewing machine $75.00, complete twin
bed with headboard and footboard
$175.00, papasan chair $60.00.
Call 386-253-8318.

Saxophone For Sale
BUNDY Saxophone Excellent condition. Call 386-253-8318.

5x5 Rubik’s Cube Wanted
I am looking for a 5x5 rubik’s
cube. Let me know if you have one.
caro_saturne5@hotmail.com.

